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Tybault nudged the corpse with the toe of his boot.
The body was stiff, cold, the blood pooled underneath
it a sticky brown gel on the floorboards. The man had
been dead for some time, as had his brothers in mis-
fortune who were strewn about the cabin. The Arcto-
nian grimaced and covered his nose and mouth with
his sleeve. They were, indeed, strewn. Limbs and heads
had been severed, and while the beat-up state of the
interior made it hard to tell, Tybault could have sworn
there were pieces missing.  He saw three torsos, split
open like clams, but not all extremities seemed to be
accounted for. 

“Well, this saves us time,” Rosai said with a grin.
She was a dreadnaught of a woman, taller than most

men of the company, and probably stronger as well.
She had an ancient air about her, something fierce and
unfaltering like the warmaidens of old Arctonia who
drove their bladed chariots into battle with no concern
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for life and limb. Despite—or maybe thanks to—her
scars and blustery, masculine ways, quite a few men in
the  company  had  tried  to  bed  her.  Some  she  had
laughed at until they changed their minds. The more
persistent ones she had beaten up, one of them so bad
he still limped and drooled.

Tybault had no problem with this. Too many men
saw women as things to be conquered, to be broken in
like wild stallions. He was glad there were people like
Rosai who could teach them the error of their ways,
and  frankly,  he  wished  there  were  more.  Men  were
pigs,  and  sometimes  he  felt  ashamed  being  one  of
them. His problem with Rosai was unrelated to any of
that.  He  disliked  her  because  she  was  dangerously
headstrong, and because something about her was off,
something he couldn’t quite put his finger on.

“What  are  you talking about?”  he  asked,  lowering
his  arm  and  looking  at  her.  Under  his  gaze,  Rosai
shifted her body away from the corpse she had been
examining  and  straightened  up.  She  wore  a  simple
mail coat over a thick padded shirt, just like Tybault
and  the  others.  She  wiped  her  hands  on  her  wool
breeches  and  moved  the  braid  that  hung  down  her
shoulder over to her cloaked back with a quick twist of
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the neck. The sides of her head were shaved, though
she  let  the  hair  on  top  grow  long  enough  to  be
braided, as were it some tribal symbol of power. Ty-
bault had no idea where Rosai was from. She was tall
like an Ulvar, yet her coloration was that of a south-
westerner; skin of dark copper, hair so black its high-
lights were blue.

“They’re dead. So we won’t have to kill ‘em.”
Tybault  grunted.  They  hadn’t  been  tasked  with

killing anyone, only to find these men and strong-arm
them  into  giving  up  the  child  they  had  kidnapped,
along with the name of the one who had ordered the
abduction. Any killing involved would have depended
on their reaction to being confronted, but from what
Tybault knew, these were just common ruffians. They
wouldn’t have put up much of a fight, if any. They had
just  been instructed to take the girl  somewhere  safe
and out of sight while the brain behind the kidnapping
sorted out all the rest.

Such nuances  were  probably  lost  on Rosai,  so  he
said,  “And  it  doesn’t  bother  you  that  someone  has
turned them into human stew?”

“Probably  a  bear,”  she  shrugged,  dismissing  the
matter. “I’ll go and and check on my horse. He’s had a
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limp ever since we forded the river.”
“You do that.”
As  Rosai  exited,  Tybault  put  his  sleeve  up  to  his

nose again. The room reeked, and it wasn’t just blood
and spilled entrails and the early stages of decomposi-
tion. The cabin’s interior had a hint of something even
ranker,  something stale  and dreadful  that made him
think  of  rotting  mires  and  the  eternal  dark  of  deep
caves.

That’s the thing right there, he thought, suddenly real-
izing what bothered him about the big woman.  Rosai
lacks a sense of imagination. Belin’s light, right now I envy
her.

“Tybault?”  It  was  Yorek.  The  black-bearded
Kadrakian popped his head in the door, plainly unwill-
ing to step inside. “Are we done here?”

“Just a moment. Look at this, Yorek.”
“If it’s all the same to you, sir, I’d rather not.”
“What do you think happened here?”
Yorek pulled a handkerchief from his belt and put it

to his face as he reluctantly stepped inside. He winced
and coughed, feeling the stench seeping through the
fabric,  then collected himself  and let  his  eyes  sweep
across the gory scene. After a few moments, he shook
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his head. “These men have been slaughtered like ani-
mals.”

“Yes, but why? And by whom?”
“I have no idea, Tybault.”
“Rosai said a bear.”
Yorek frowned and looked at the corpses.  “I’m no

woodsman, sir, but no bear did this.” He pointed to a
severed  hand  that  lay  on  the  floor  like  a  discarded
white glove. “That’s a cut if I ever saw one.”

The Arctonian nodded. “I thought so, too. Sword?”
“No, the wound’s not clean enough. Look at the way

the bones have splintered. I’d wager something heav-
ier, most likely an ax.”

“Thank you, Yorek. You can go now.”
The man nodded with relief and disappeared out the

door again. Gingerly stepping over the ghastly remains
and broken, blood-spattered bits of furniture, Tybault
went over to the fireplace.

It was cold in there. His breath hung in the air like a
ghost, and an icy crust had begun to form at the edges
of the curdled blood. But it was still warmer than out-
side  the  log  walls.  Tybault  removed  his  glove  and,
crouching down, put his hand against the stones of the
hearth. They were cool, though not outright cold. The
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slain men must have had a brisk fire burning when it
happened, and its heat had not yet been completely
banished by the creeping winter chill. Almost, but not
entirely.  Tybault  frowned  and  rose  again,  absently
wiping his sooty palm on his cloak.

A good fire will  burn out in a few hours if  left unat-
tended. A well-built fireplace and chimney will retain heat
for…a day, maybe? He looked around the room again.
Like  many  homes  in  the  far  north,  the  door  was
equipped with a simple stone counterweight hanging
from a cord that pulled the door closed when you re-
leased your grip on it. The cracks between the saddle-
jointed logs were plugged with thick moss, and crude,
mouse-eaten tapestries  hung on the  walls.  Given all
this, how long would it take for the room to become so
cold that fluids started freezing?

Two days, Tybault decided. They’ve been dead for two
days.

He stepped  outside,  drawing several  deep breaths
and filling his lungs with cold air like a parched man
gulping down water. Around the cabin, tall pines rose
on all sides, their rough bark covered with a frosting of
ice. The snow-covered ground glowed with a ghostly
luminance in the overcast afternoon. It hadn’t snowed
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for a couple of days now, and the little yard outside the
house was a palimpsest of footprints.

Yorek waited some distance away, his face stony un-
der the beard, and his hand rested on the pommel in a
casual  pose  that  fooled  no-one.  Near  him,  Rosai
squatted beside her piebald stallion, gently examining
the  animal’s  back  leg  with  her  hands.  Arent  leaned
against the trunk of a tree, cleaning his nails with the
pointy, broken-off end of a dry twig. He was a thick-
boned  Vasilian  with  mousy  hair  and  mustache  who
was normally full of jokes, but was now quiet and ill at
ease.  Berwyn,  a  tall  Northreachman  with  a  shaved
head and a bushy blond beard, came plodding toward
the others  while  tying up his  breeches.  Behind him,
steam rose briefly from the yellow hole in the snow
where he had emptied his bladder. Like everyone ex-
cept Rosai,  he looked rattled by their  gruesome dis-
covery.

The sixth member of the party was a young hunter
named Wilm. He was a sinewy lad of sixteen or seven-
teen with a shock of dark hair, dressed in simple winter
garments of wool and fur. They had hired him to be
their pathfinder in a village two days to the south. The
village was small and remote and had few visitors. The
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sudden  appearance  of  five  sellswords  on  warhorses
must have tickled the boy’s imagination, for he had at
first been very enthusiastic about assisting the merce-
naries in their search. After finding the cabin and the
butchered men, however, he now seemed to have sec-
ond thoughts about his decision. He was sitting on his
brown mare, anxiously watching the goings-on.

“Well?”  Arent  asked,  flicking  the  twig  away  and
pulling out  his  gloves  from under  his  belt.  Donning
them, he eyed the Arctonian expectantly.

“We’re not going yet,” Tybault said.
“We’re not?” Yorek’s expression was dismayed.
“No. We’re faced with two problems here.”
“And what are those?” Berwyn wondered.
“One, we haven’t found what we came here for. And

two, I’m not keen on the idea of crossing leagues of
woodland  with  the  people  who  did  this  potentially
lurking behind every tree.”

Rosai rose and snorted. “The girl’s dead.”
“We don’t know that. And before you bring up the

mess in there,” he added as she opened her mouth to
object, “I can tell the difference between the body of a
grown man and that of a girl  of ten,  thank you very
much.  She’s  not  among  the  dead,  so  our  job’s  not
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done and won’t be until we find her.”
The woman let out a disrespectful snort, shaking her

braided head and muttering something in a language
the Arctonian didn’t recognize.

“That’s  dangerously  close  to  insubordination,  Ro-
sai,” Tybault warned. “If you have something to say,
then say it in a tongue I understand.”

“I still say it was a bear, and if she’s not in there, it’s
because she became bear supper.” She smiled coolly at
him. “You want us to go scouring the woods for bear
shit, now? To find evidence of what I’m saying?”

“Last time I heard, wild animals don’t use axes. And
wild animals most certainly don’t turn their noses up
at big, juicy adults and choose to eat scrawny little girls
instead. Now, you will keep your mouth shut until you
start  making  sense.”  Tybault  ignored  her  affronted
stare and turned to Yorek. “I can only see one explana-
tion  here.  The  kidnappers  came  here  with  the  girl.
They were attacked. The men were killed, and the girl
was taken.”

“So it would seem,” the black-bearded man nodded.
“Or they ate the girl, then killed each other,” Wilm

suggested. He had been silent up until now, his face
tense with misgivings.
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All  heads  turned  toward  him,  and  Tybault  ex-
claimed, “What?”

“Wuthaghu.”
The  Arctonian  rolled  his  eyes.  “Are  you  going  to

start spouting nonsense, too?”
“Not  nonsense,  sir.  The  Hytes,  they  worship

Wuthaghu.”
“Hytes.” Tybault looked keenly at the boy. Even he,

an Easterner, had heard of these alleged cannibals and
headhunters  of  Northreach.  They  were  an  ancient
tribe, natives of the area driven nigh extinct when the
Uldani  conquered  the  region  many  centuries  ago.
Then again, he had also grown up hearing tales of the
swamp witches of Arctonia, who—when he one day
encountered them—turned out to be no more than a
primitive offshoot of the Cawall. Their fearful reputa-
tion was something the druids had vindictively propa-
gated  following  some  religious  schism  of  centuries
past. If life had taught Tybault anything, it was that su-
perstition itself was often more dangerous than what
lay at its roots. He snorted. “Surely there are no Hytes
here, we’re leagues away from Hyteland.”

“Hyteland is just a name the Imperials gave a region
where  many  Hytes  live,”  Wilm  shrugged.  “That
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doesn’t mean they don’t live anywhere else, or don’t
go wherever they please. Hytes care little for our bor-
ders.”

Scratching his thin beard, the Arctonian let his gaze
sweep across  the environs.  The snow all  around the
cabin  had  been  disturbed  after  the  group  had  ap-
proached,  surrounding  the  small  building  before
bursting through the door,  and there was  no telling
which tracks were theirs  and which weren’t.  Had he
known what they were going to find, they would have
paid more attention. But it was too late for that, now.

“All right,” Tybault said finally, “search the area. If
someone took her, they can’t just have sprouted wings
and flown off. They must have left some clue, a trail to
follow.”

“We’re losing light,” Rosai said, looking up at a sky
that  was  noticeably  less  bright  than just  a  half-hour
ago. “It’ll be blacker than a gobber’s asshole soon.”

“Then stop talking and get to it.”
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The mercenaries and their pathfinder spread out from
the little house in one direction each. Somewhere be-
hind the  heavy  clouds,  the  sun was  setting.  Tybault
searched the deepening gloom between the tall trees,
making sure  the  cabin  was  always  at  his  left.  All  he
found was an unbroken crust of snow, crisscrossed by
bird tracks and strewn with brown needles and squir-
rel-gnawed pine cones. Some distance away, he spot-
ted  larger  tracks  that  marred  the  whiteness,  and
moved closer.  The imprints  were deep and had cer-
tainly not been made by a human. The Arctonian fol-
lowed them for a half-dozen yards, then grunted and
stopped as he spied a heap of brown, egg-like drop-
pings.  Moose. Hearing  steps  crunching  through  the
snow, he looked up.

“Tybault. Sir.” It was Yorek, who approached hold-
ing something in his hand. His face bore an expression
of unease. “I found this trampled into the snow, just
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over  there.  There  are  tracks,  too,  leading  off  to  the
north.”

“What is it?”
“I think it’s better you see for yourself, sir.”
As the item was handed to him, the Arctonian al-

most dropped it. At its icy touch, it felt like a jolt trav-
eled up his arm. He grasped it and looked at it, giving
it first a cursory inspection. It was flat and had a hole at
the  top,  which  might  have  had  a  cord  threaded
through  it  that  was  now  snapped  and  gone.  As  he
looked closer,  squinting in the failing light, he shud-
dered. 

The thing was no larger than Tybault’s hand, yet it
made his bowels heavy with primitive dread. Chiseled
from  some  soapy,  dark  green  stone,  it  depicted  a
bloated creature with a cavernous mouth and a many-
fringed  tongue that  looked  like  snakes,  or  tentacles.
The craftsmanship was crude, rough, almost as though
the  unknown  sculptor’s  hands  had  been  trembling
when carving the image from the strange rock.

“What is that, sir?” Yorek asked.
“I have no idea.” Tybault put his thumb and forefin-

ger  in  his  mouth and made a  sharp whistle.  “Wilm!
Get over here!”
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Moments later the young hunter came tramping to-
ward  them,  and  the  Arctonian  held  the  thing  up.
“What’s this?”

When he laid eyes on the stone idol, the boy turned
as white  as  the snow around them.  “Wuthaghu,”  he
breathed. After having gathered himself, he said, “Sir,
we should go. We mustn’t stay here.”

“I asked you a question, lad. What is this?”
“I  told  you!  It’s  Wuthaghu.  It’s  a  Hyte  amulet.  It

means Hytes were here.  It  means they did this,  and
they took the girl.”

“Then we go after them.”
“No!”
“Excuse me?”
Wilm rolled his eyes like a spooked horse. “I mean

no disrespect, sir! If she’s been taken by them…then
she’s  lost.  And  we  will  be,  too,  if  we  don’t  turn
around.”

“We’re talking about savages, Wilm,” Tybault said,
stowing the amulet away in a belt pouch. He wiped his
palm on his breeches. Despite wearing gloves, he felt a
sudden urge to wash his hands. “Wild men with sharp
sticks. Now, I’m a live-and-let-live sort of fellow, and I
don’t care what these people normally do, or who they
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eat. But if  they’re going to stick their noses into our
business, I’m not just going to let them. Even a whole
tribe of them would be no match for five trained fight-
ers on horseback.”

“If  you  say  so.  Sir.”  The  boy squeezed  his  mouth
closed into a thin line and didn’t speak again.

They aborted the search and gathered everyone to-
gether. Yorek led them to the spot where he had found
the amulet. The abductors had done nothing to cover
their  tracks,  and  a  yard-wide  trail  of  footprints  was
trampled between the trees, leading off into the blue
shadows of twilight.

“Will  you look  at  that,”  Arent  commented.  “Even
Yorek could track those people down.”

The black-bearded man made a snorting noise, the
feigned amusement of someone who has heard a joke
at his expense one too many times.

“So  you  won’t  need  me  anymore?”  Wilm  asked
hopefully.

Tybault shook his head. “Sorry, lad. If it starts snow-
ing again, we’d be lost without you. You’re going to
have to put up with us a little longer.” 

Berwyn looked at the disappointed boy and pointed
away into the murk. “Where does this lead?”
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“How am I supposed to know? I’ve never been here
before.”

“Some guide you are, then.”
“I found you the cabin, didn’t I?”
“Enough,”  Tybault  interrupted.  “Those  men  have

been dead for two days,  so the girl’s  captors already
have  a  massive  head  start.  We  should  stop  wasting
time  and  get  going.”  At  this,  a  scoffing  sound  was
heard from Rosai. “You disagree,” Tybault said mildly,
his voice completely devoid of surprise.

“I do. We should make camp here and wait for day-
light.”

“You want to bivvy up right here?” Tybault inclined
his head in the cabin’s direction. “Truly?”

“I don’t see why not. Probably a lot safer than wan-
dering the woods in the dark.”

“Fuck that,” Berwyn spat, “I ain’t stayin’ here.”
“Me neither,” Arent concurred. “If we’re not going

back, I’d rather go on than sleep outside a house full of
stinking corpses.”

“Well said,” Yorek nodded.
Tybault looked at the tall woman. “Looks like you’re

in  minority,  Rosai.  You  coming  or  staying?  Your
choice, but if you stay, you’re on your own after that.”
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“Bigger shares for the rest of us,” the Vasilian mum-
bled.

She  shot  Arent  a  burning  glance,  then  nodded
curtly. “Fine. Let’s go.”

Leading their horses along the trampled trail,  they
headed off into the woods with the Arctonian in the
lead and Wilm close behind him. The half-light of the
open area was replaced by a grainy, colorless murk as
the trees closed in around them. Tybault could barely
see his hand in front of his face, let alone the tracks in
the  snow.  Just  a  stone’s  throw  along  the  trail,  they
paused to bring out torches.

“You sure this is a good idea, sir?” Berwyn asked Ty-
bault as he was taking out his flint and steel.

“Sure? No. But it’s certainly a better idea than break-
ing our legs, or the horses’, or getting completely lost.
Not being able to see a damn thing is a little worrying.”

The blond-bearded man made a  soft sound in his
throat. “I’m more worried about what might see us.”

They  pressed  on  in  the  flittering  firelight,  cloak
hoods up against  the evening chill.  An hour passed,
and  Tybault  slowly  became  aware  of  a  thin  rattling
sound that came and went as the wind rose and fell.
Normally, he would have written it off as the rustling
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of bushes and smaller trees, but the forest was com-
pletely  bereft of  undergrowth,  and the sound of  the
pines was different; a deep, intermittent sighing above
their heads. 

Next time he heard it, he signaled the others to stop
and handed his reins to Yorek.

“Don’t go too far,” the Kadrakian warned.
“Don’t worry, it’s just over there.”
Just a few yards away, Tybault slowed his steps and

raised the torch. A chest-high stick had been inserted
into the ground, and on it was an arrangement of bird
bones and brown-white feathers hanging from a length
of rough twine. It had an uncanny, spider-like symme-
try. The Arctonian put out his arm and gave it a careful
nudge with his fingers. The thing rattled brittly.

“Wilm, come have a look at this.”
The boy broke away from the others and came to his

side. “What is it?”
“That.” Tybault pointed. “What does it mean?”
“Trouble.”
“That’s not very helpful.”
Arent, curious as always, left the trail and walked up

to them.
Wilm sighed. “It’s a warning. It means this land be-
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longs to the Buzzard Clan.”
“Someone should give the Buzzard Clan saws, teach

them how to cut timber,” Arent mused as he studied
the bone charm. “They could make a fortune.”

Wilm shook his head. “The Hytes believe the trees
are sacred. Each one is home to the spirit of an ances-
tor.”

The Vasilian looked away at the rows of trunks re-
ceding endlessly into the dark beyond the torchlight’s
reach, and whistled softly. “That’s a lot of ancestors.”

“This is an old land,” the young hunter shrugged.
They found a spot where the trees weren’t huddled

as closely together and the ground was more even, and
Tybault gave the order to make camp. With stars and
moon hidden behind heavy clouds he couldn’t tell ex-
actly what time it was, but it was late. He could feel it
in his bones, as could the others, for no one objected
in  the  slightest.  Soon  the  tents  were  pitched  and  a
deadwood  fire  crackled  merrily.  It  seemed  like  the
trees were drawing back from the firelight, disapprov-
ingly  watching  those  who  had  dared  bring  hungry
flames into their midst.

After  they had  eaten a  meal  of  rye bread,  cheese,
salted pork and mulled wine, Tybault decided it was
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time to look over their security. On their way to the
cabin, the mercenaries had taken turns keeping watch,
two per night, though that was before they knew the
three  kidnappers  were  the  least  of  their  problems.
Now, they would need to share the load so that every-
one was as rested as possible while keeping keen eyes
on their surroundings at all times.

“You take the first watch,” he said to Rosai, then as-
signed the rest. “I’ll take the next to last one, and you
the last, boy.”

“Why do I have to go last?” Wilm wondered.
“Because you look beat. I want you fully rested and

thinking clearly before I entrust you with watch duty.”
When the young hunter blushed, he added, “There’s
no shame in that, lad. We do this kind of thing for a liv-
ing. You don’t.”

The mercenaries  talked for a little while,  then Ty-
bault downed the last of his wine and went inside the
tent  he  shared  with  Yorek.  Stretching  out  on  his
bedroll,  he pulled the blanket up to his ears and fell
into a fitful,  dreamless slumber.  He was wakened by
Berwyn in the wee hours of the night, feeling like he
hadn’t slept at all.

The Arctonian banked up the fire and heated more
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wine.  The  pines  sighed  above  him  and  the  winter
night’s  cold  was  sharp  as  flint.  Sitting  there,  sur-
rounded  by  leagues  and  leagues  of  woods,  Tybault
marveled  at  the  dense,  almost  threatening  silence.
People feared the howling of wolves and the cracking
of branches in the dark, but right then, right there, he
would have welcomed even the sound of a mountain
cat’s furtive paws in the snow, or the dying wail of a
rabbit as it fell prey to an owl. The forest was still as a
tomb.

An hour and a half later, having listened to the fire
so long that he was beginning to hear patterns in its
crackling, he rose and went over to the tents. Lifting
the  flap,  he  heard  Arent  snoring  softly  inside.  He
reached down and touched the leg of the figure sleep-
ing next to the Vasilian.

“Wilm. It’s your turn.”
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The next day dawned with no change in weather  or
temperature. Just looking at the brooding sky and the
never-ending  landscape  of  snow  and  trees,  it  could
have been the previous day all over again. Under the
pines’ lofty dark canopy, they broke camp and pressed
on.

When morning became forenoon, Tybault gave the
order to mount up and ride. While the forest floor had
been stony and treacherous nearer  the cabin,  it  was
easily traversable ever since morning, and the Arcto-
nian suspected that beneath the snow hid a well-trod-
den path. It made sense, he supposed, that the people
they were following did not just rush blindly across the
terrain.  Given the choice,  they would prefer  an easy
route to their destination—whatever it was—just like
anyone else.

Riding was much more comfortable than trudging
through the snow, yet it  did little to improve every-
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one’s moods. The mercenaries and their guide traveled
on in charged silence, occasionally interrupted by tart
exchanges  and  muttered  complaints.  It  seemed  like
the bleak winter forest brought out the worst in them
all.  Tybault  rode  at  the  head  of  the  column  on  his
chestnut warhorse, fingering the shaft of his spear and
trying to ignore the quiet bickering behind his back.

He didn’t mind cold, he didn’t mind snow, and he
certainly didn’t mind trees. Having grown up in north-
ern Arctonia, Tybault had seen plenty of all three in
his life. Still, he wasn’t impervious to the sensation that
seemed to hold the others under its  sway.  While he
made sure not to let his face show any sign of it, Ty-
bault  couldn’t  shake  the  feeling  that  something  was
wrong with this  place.  Like a melody that is  ever  so
slightly out of tune, or a whiff of rot among the tanta-
lizing smells of a feast, the evergreen forest disturbed
him on some deep level,  making him uneasy.  There
was  an  oppressiveness  to  the  place,  like  an  unseen
shadow, a feeling of being watched.

It didn’t help that everywhere they went looked ex-
actly the same. Just endless trees and snowy ground
that varied little in elevation. Tybault was half expect-
ing to suddenly come across their own tracks, discov-
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ering they had been going in circles. To his mild sur-
prise,  they  didn’t.  They  did,  however,  come  across
something else.

Some  hour  past  midday,  not  long  after  having
stopped to stretch their legs and have a bite to eat, a
clearing opened  up before  them.  It  was  some  thirty
yards from side to side, and at its center a large flat-
sided  rock  rose  like  a  giant’s  tooth.  Its  surface  was
painted with curious symbols, white against the dark
gray granite.

Signaling  the  others  to  stay,  Tybault  spurred  his
horse  and  approached  the  monolith.  The  glyphs
looked like the scrawlings of a madman.  Some were
clearly  depictions  of  humans  and  bears  and  moose,
while others appeared to be sprung from a delirious
nightmare. Circling the towering rock, he saw a crea-
ture with a teardrop-shaped body and lobster pincers,
and  something  mantis-like  with  great  bulging  eyes.
Spotting  the  bloated,  snake-tongued  thing  again,  he
averted his gaze. Looking down, Tybault tried telling
himself  that  the stick-like shapes  that  hid  under  the
snow at  the  rock’s  base  were  just  that—sticks—but
deep  down  inside  he  knew  that  they  really  weren’t.
When he saw a human skull staring back at him from
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under a snowy cap, there was no use even pretending
anymore.

“Wilm,” he said as he rejoined the others, “I think it
might be time you told us more about that thing you
were talking about.”

The boy stared sullenly at him, plainly holding back
a retort. So now you want my advice?

“Well?”
“Wuthaghu is an ancient spirit of the deep north,”

Wilm said in clipped tones. “It will sometimes possess
those  who  dwell  in  isolated  places  and  drive  them
mad. It will fill them with bloodlust, and with hunger.”

“I’ve never heard of it.”
“And  why  would  you  have,  sir?  You’re  not  from

these parts. But I am, and I’ve heard the stories since I
was little. Loggers and coalers, spending long winters
in the woods. Come spring, you’d sometimes find the
remains  of  them.  Butchered.  Half  eaten.”  He  swal-
lowed  and  added,  “That’s  a  shrine,  if  you  hadn’t
guessed already. A shrine of the Forgotten Ones.”

“Truly?”  Arent  said.  “And here I  thought  it  was a
sign  pointing  to  the  Buzzard  Clan’s  ale  house.”  His
voice sounded small and frightened in the forest’s op-
pressive stillness, and no one laughed.
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Tybault opened his mouth to ask Wilm about these
Forgotten Ones, then closed it again, realizing he didn’t
want to know. It didn’t matter. He wasn’t a supersti-
tious man, but in a place like this where every shadow
seemed to hide some primitive menace, it was all too
easy letting your imagination string you along.  They
had enough real threats to worry about without con-
juring up any number of imagined ones as well.

“Let’s keep moving,” he said.
They gave the shrine a wide berth and followed the

trail into the forest on the other side of the clearing,
not without a sense of relief. The bone charms guided
their way, chattering in a relentless northern wind that
would neither pick up nor completely die down. It was
a constant draft of cold air, numbing their cheeks and
making their noses drip. Occasionally, the wind would
dislodge debris from the crowns of the trees, dispers-
ing  it  over  the  mercenaries  in  showers  of  needles,
flakes of bark, and little hard clumps of snow.

“How  do  you  all  feel  about  forest  fires?”  Arent
asked,  annoyedly  picking  needles  from  his  cloak.  “I
don’t know about anyone else, but to me, the idea is
getting more appealing by the hour.”

“Now there’s a thought,” Berwyn said with feeling.
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Some  time  later,  they  found  a  spot  where  their
quarry had stopped to rest.  Depressions in the snow
indicated where people had sat or lain down, though
there were no remains of a fire, nor any other signs of
the Hytes having stayed for more than a few hours.
They searched the place, hoping to find some evidence
that the girl was still alive and with them, yet discov-
ered nothing.

Where are they going in such a hurry? Tybault won-
dered  as  they  mounted  up  and  rode  onward.  Was
there a settlement somewhere north of here? Did they
even  have settlements,  or  were  they  nomadic?  It
dawned  on  him  that  beyond  the  rumors  and  the
myths, he knew precious little about the Hytes. Even
though the company had operated in Northreach for
years now, the Arctonian had never  expected to en-
counter them. Their missions rarely took them far out-
side the civilized areas of Northreach—as civilized as a
continent lacking nations or other overarching forms
of government got, at any rate—and heading into the
wild like this was something out of the ordinary. He
hoped his companions were up to it.

Belin’s light, I hope I am.
As the afternoon was moving toward evening, they
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came to a stream. It was little more than a brook, per-
haps two yards across, yet the break in the landscape’s
monotony was so unexpected they just  stopped and
stared at it, as though they had arrived at a great river
flowing  past  with  ponderous  majesty.  The  small
stream burbled softly between steep banks,  too fast-
moving to freeze except at the edges where a fringe of
ice  traced  the  water  like  the  ermine  hem  of  a  rich
lady’s cloak.

They poured the stale meltwater from their canteens
and waterskins and refilled them with fresh water, after
which  Tybault  gave  the  order  to  make  camp.  The
pines  whispered  overhead  as  they  pitched  the  tents
and lit a fire.
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“Sir. Wake up.”
The  Arctonian  opened  his  eyes  and  stared  into

Yorek’s  bearded  face.  Behind  him,  morning  light
peeked in through the opening. “What is it?”

“The boy. He’s gone.”
“What do you mean, gone?”
“He should have wakened us at dawn, but the sun’s

up and the fire’s been cold for a while.”
Cursing  under  his  breath,  Tybault  exited  the  tent

and  buckled  his  sword  belt  on.  Rosai,  Arent  and
Berwyn stood near the dead fire, looking annoyed.

“Cowardly little shit!” Berwyn exclaimed and kicked
at the snow. “He’s run away and left us!”

“I very much doubt that,” Tybault said and cocked
his head toward Wilm’s mare, which was still tethered
with the other horses.

“So where is he, then?” asked Arent.
“That’s what we’re going to find out. Yorek, Rosai,
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on me. We go on foot, and you two stay here and keep
an eye on the horses. We lose them and our gear, we’re
done for.”

“Got it,” the Vasilian nodded.
A quick sweep of the area around the camp revealed

a  single  trail  of  footprints  leading  away  to  the  east,
along  the  bank  of  the  stream.  The  tracks  went  in  a
straight line, like Wilm had just gotten up and walked
off without caution or hesitation.

“Why did he leave the camp?” asked Rosai. She was
carrying her ash recurve bow, a crow-feathered arrow
nocked and ready.

Tybault shook his head. “Your guess is as good as
mine.”

Just a short while later, they found Wilm in an open-
ing between the trees not unlike the place where they
had bivouacked two nights ago. The snow had been
swept  from  the  ground,  forming  knee-high  mounds
around the sides, and on the crusty frozen moss and
foxberry plants in the middle lay his body on its back.
The boy’s arms and legs were splayed out, and his head
was gone.

“Shrouded protect us,” Yorek breathed.
“How…” said Tybault huskily, moving closer, “…
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how could this have happened without anyone of us
hearing a damn thing?”

“Looks  like  we’re  dealing  with  some  sneaky  little
bastards,” Rosai mumbled, looking around. 

Yorek went up to the corpse and bent down, putting
his knee against the ground. “This can’t have happened
long ago. He’s not even cold yet, and—”

The  attack  came  without  warning.  The  snowy
mounds erupted in a flurry as four figures flung aside
the white reindeer pelts they had been hiding under
and sprang to their feet, rushing at the intruders. Curs-
ing,  Tybault reached for his  sword, and Rosai threw
her bow to the ground.

The attackers  wore  garments  of  fur  and untanned
hides. The faces staring out from the deep furry cowls
were covered in war paint, broad black swathes across
the  eyes  and  mouth.  They  drew  back  their  lips  like
snarling dogs as they advanced, revealing brown teeth
that had been filed down to sharp points. Two of them
wielded  stout  spears  with  flint  heads,  the  other  two
held heavy-headed wooden clubs. The Arctonian had
just enough time to take in all this before one of them
was on him.

Tybault  sidestepped  the  attack  and  brought  his
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weapon down on the spear. The keen Targosian steel
cut right through the shaft, and for a brief moment the
Hyte stared dumbly down at the useless two-foot stick
in  his  hands,  before  dropping  it  and  reaching  for  a
bone knife on his belt. His surprise and hesitation had
already cost him his life. Tybault’s blade caught him in
the angle where neck meets shoulder, and with blood
bubbling over his black lips he slumped to the ground.

The Arctonian looked up just in time to see Yorek
finishing his  opponent with similar  ease.  The broad-
shouldered  warrior  deflected  a  blow  from  the  club,
and while the wild man was trying to regain his bal-
ance after the swing, Yorek whisked his sword around
and buried its  point  below the man’s  breastbone.  A
long  groan  escaped  the  Hyte  as  the  blade  emerged
from the thick pelt on his back. The club dropped from
his grip and he raised his hands to claw at Yorek’s face.
Yorek just moved his head out of the way and thrust
out his left hand, shoving the man in the chest.  The
Hyte slid from the blade, his dying face a mask of be-
wilderment.

Tybault  experienced  an  illogical  feeling  of  pity.
These people had never fought anyone like them.  Be-
lin’s  light,  they’ve probably never  even met  an outsider.
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They were indeed no match for the mercenaries, and
while he had said so with prideful confidence back at
the cabin, he now felt sorry for them.

The remaining two attackers had taken on Rosai, as
she was the largest and therefore deemed most dan-
gerous. Seeing her fight the Hytes, Tybault could not
disagree with their assessment. He raised his hand as
he saw Yorek getting ready to rush to her aid, and the
Kadrakian lowered his sword again and nodded. Rosai
knew what she was doing, and interfering might just
end up distracting her or getting in her way.

The big woman fought with a bearded ax in her right
hand and a long dagger in the left. The two Hytes were
trying to circle her, alternating their attacks so that one
could sneak in from behind while she was busy fend-
ing  off  the  other.  Rosai  deftly  resisted  their  efforts,
keeping both in front of her. She parried a blow from
the club, then the spear-wielding one came at her.

She turned as he lunged, and the spear glided past
her. Before the Hyte could withdraw for another at-
tack, she hooked the beard of the ax around the spear
shaft, pulling him close enough to kiss him. She thrust
the dagger deep into the Hyte’s belly. The man let out
a whimper and curled up like a pill  bug, tearing the
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weapon from Rosai’s hand as he fell.  Then the other
one was on her, and the club swung, striking the big
woman’s  thigh.  With  a  snarl  of  pain  and  rage  she
punched the Hyte with her  left hand,  throwing him
limp to the ground. Rosai looked down on the body
and spat.

“You all right?” Yorek asked.
“I’ll  be fine.”  She poked her  fingers  at  her  bloody

breeches and grimaced. “Hurts like a son of a bitch,
but it’s superficial.”

With mild fascination, Tybault picked up a dropped
club. It was little more than a three-foot piece of wood,
thicker at one end, in which holes had been drilled and
animal canines inserted.

“This one’s still alive,” Rosai said then, poking at a
fur-clad leg with her boot. She bent down to retrieve
her dagger from the one she had stabbed.  “Time to
remedy that.”

“Not so fast.” Tybault dropped the club and made
his way toward her.

Rosai’s dagger froze a few inches from the stunned
Hyte’s throat as she looked up at him. “What?”

“If he can understand us, we might be able to learn
something.”
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The first thing they learned was that he was a she.
When Tybault bent to pull the fur cowl back, tousled,
clumpy strands of dark hair spilled out over a delicate
cheek and neck. He grasped her chin, turning her head
toward him. She smelled like a wild beast’s lair.

“Well, I’ll be damned,” he mumbled.
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“What  happened?”  a  wide-eyed  Arent  asked  when
they trudged into the camp some half-hour later, Rosai
dragging  the  still  unconscious  Hyte  woman  behind
her like a sack of turnips, and Tybault and Yorek carry-
ing Wilm’s headless body in the boy’s cloak.

“We were ambushed,” said Yorek as they gently put
their lifeless cargo down.

“How?”
“They killed the lad and used him as bait,” Tybault

explained, wiping sweat from his brow.
“Anyone else hurt?” Berwyn wondered.
“Yeah,”  Rosai  grunted  and  unceremoniously

dropped the woman on the ground. “They were.”
They bound the Hyte hands and feet, then put her

near the fire and waited. Rosai slit open the leg of her
breeches,  cleaned  the  wound  with  wine,  and  finally
wrapped it with strips of linen. It wasn’t long before
the woman came to, though at first she pretended to
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still be out cold. For a little while, Tybault watched her
peering furtively at her captors through her eyelashes.
He wondered what she might be thinking.

Deciding it was time for the game to end, he walked
over and squatted down in front of her, elbows resting
on his knees and his empty hands hanging toward the
ground. He hoped his relaxed pose and the fact that
the others waited some distance away would seem re-
assuring. There was always time to become threaten-
ing later, should this tactic not work.

“Can  you  understand  me?”  he  asked  the  woman.
She just regarded him blankly with eyes that were star-
tlingly  blue.  Without  looking  away  or  changing  the
tone of his voice, he said, “A gold piece to the one who
takes her eye.”

Instantly, her azure gaze flitted to the other merce-
naries, scanning for movement, then back to Tybault
again.  He grinned  coldly,  and  behind  him  someone
chuckled.  “So  you  can understand  me.  Good.  Now,
let’s talk.”

“No talk,” she uttered hoarsely.
“All  right,  then just  listen.  I  believe  you and your

people have taken something that doesn’t  belong to
you.”
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She propped herself up on her elbow and defiantly
raised her chin. “We no thiefs.”

“I’m talking about a child. A little girl. Do you know
where  she  has  been  taken?”  The  woman  didn’t  re-
spond. “Why was she taken?”

“He want her.”
“Who?”
Again,  the  Hyte  made  no  reply.  She  just  looked

straight at the Arctonian, eyes like two blue marbles.
Her unflinching glare was strangely unnerving.

“Let me have  a chat with her,”  Rosai  offered.  “I’ll
have this ugly little crow singing in no time.”

Tybault held up his gloved hand, beckoning Rosai
to be quiet. “So you’re not going to tell me where the
girl is?”

“She gone.”
Tybault’s heart sank. “She’s dead?”
“She belong to the Hungerer now,” the Hyte said.

“The Hungerer in the Dark.”
Though the name meant nothing to Tybault, he ex-

perienced an involuntary shudder at its mention. The
woman said nothing more, and he decided that was all
they were going to get from being friendly. His knees
popped like two broken twigs as he rose and went over
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to  the  others.  He  could  feel  the  Hyte’s  eyes  on his
back.

“What should we do with her?” Arent asked quietly.
“Let’s knife her and be done with it,” Rosai said.
The Vasilian stared at her. “Are you crazy? She’s de-

fenseless!”
“Defenseless!” The tall woman pointed at her ban-

daged  thigh.  “Does  this  look  like  the  work  of  a  de-
fenseless person to you? So what do you suggest we
do, then?”

“I don’t know.”
“We can’t  let  her  go,”  said  Berwyn,  scratching his

stubbled pate. “She’ll just go tellin’ her friends about
us coming. Or she’ll murder us in our sleep.”

“We could just leave her here,” Arent suggested.
A  snort  of  disbelief  escaped  Rosai.  “To  starve  or

freeze to death, or be eaten alive by wild animals? How
is a knife any less merciful than that?”

“I don’t know!” Arent repeated.
“We take her with us.” Everyone turned to look at

Tybault. “That’s right, you heard me.”
“To do what, lead us into another ambush?” Rosai

motioned toward the woman. “We can’t trust her.”
“Maybe not, but we need her. Wilm’s gone, and with
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him our only real chance of finding our way through
these damn woods.”

Berwyn’s eyes brightened. “So we’re going home?”
“Oh, no. They’re not getting off the hook that easy.”
Bristling  at  the  Arctonian’s  words,  Rosai  stepped

away from the others and limped off, muttering curses.
“Tybault, sir.” Yorek, who had been very quiet since

the attack,  turned to the Arctonian.  “You know me.
You know I’m not one to question orders.  So don’t
think I’m saying this lightly.”

Tybault sighed. “Yorek—”
“Just hear me out, sir. They’ve already gotten one of

us.  And  Rosai’s  wounded.  Going  after  them  looks
more and more like a very bad idea. They know this
land.  We don’t.  I  don’t  fear  them in a fight,  but we
don’t know how many there are. They could set more
traps, wear us down, pick us off one by one.”

Tybault  shook his  head.  “That  woman  is  the  key.
She’ll  allow  us  safe  passage  and  lead  us  to  the  girl.
Then we exchange hostages.”

“What makes you think they’ll agree to that?” Arent
asked.

“What makes you think they won’t?”
The Vasilian shrugged. “They don’t strike me as rea-
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sonable people, is all. And—”
There  was  a  shriek,  hastily  cut  off.  As  they  spun

around,  they  saw  Rosai  standing  over  the  Hyte
woman. She withdrew her dagger, the blade dripping
with blood.

“What  in  Belin’s  name  are  you  doing?”  Tybault
rushed forward, shoving Rosai aside and turning their
captive over. The blue eyes were still and lifeless.

“She was trying to escape,” Rosai said. 
Tybault fixated her with his gaze. “Was she, now?”
“That’s  what  I  said.”  Her  tone bore  a  veiled  chal-

lenge.
Tybault knelt beside the dead Hyte. He stripped off

his  glove  and shut  her  staring eyes.  Then,  filling  his
hand  with  crumbly  snow,  he  wiped  it  across  the
woman’s face, removing the black, greasy paint.

“What are you doing?” Rosai asked.
“Shut up.” Under the dark streaks,  the Hyte’s fea-

tures looked oddly commonplace. Her skin was as pale
as his own, and disregarding the pointy teeth and her
haggard look of malnutrition, she was pretty. Tybault
experienced  a  sinking  feeling  as  he  realized  she
couldn’t have been any older than Wilm. Grimacing
with disgust he rose, brushing snow from his hands.
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“Sir?” Berwyn said.
“Not now.”
“Sir, I think we should—”
“I said,  not now!” The echoes of his shout scattered

between the trees.
The  Hytes’  ill  reputation  preceded  them,  and  de-

spite his earlier reflections on superstition and preju-
dice, Tybault had been thinking of them as brute sav-
ages, half-human, like the Churg. Now, looking down
on a dead girl  that  could have passed for a  farmer’s
daughter in any kingdom of the East, he felt sick and
ashamed.  These  weren’t  just  wild  men  with  sharp
sticks. These were people. The only real difference be-
tween himself  and the young woman at his  feet was
fortuitous  circumstance  and  a  few  hundred  years  of
progress.  For  all  he  knew,  they  could  both  be  de-
scended from the same Camrian ancestors.

If I had been driven from my lands and forced to live in
this godsforsaken forest, I’d probably be wearing pelts and
eating people, too.

As for the child, Rosai was probably right. It irked
him to admit it, but she was likely dead by now, sacri-
ficed on some unholy, blood-soaked altar.

Still, what if she wasn’t?
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She  belong  to  the  Hungerer  now. That  could  mean
anything.  The  druids  of  Tybault’s  homeland  would
sometimes  claim  young  girls  who  showed  a  gift  of
prophecy to be taken up in their order. This could be
something similar. Perhaps the girl had been chosen to
become a priestess of Wuthaghu. Perhaps her being an
outsider was significant for some reason.

The child, Elleny, was the daughter of a spice mer-
chant, raised in a well-off and well-ordered home. This
upbringing offered her no advantages in this situation,
quite the contrary. Then again, not even growing up
under the worst thinkable conditions could have pre-
pared Elleny for being taken by three strange men, po-
tentially witnessing their grisly deaths, and then being
abducted again by a horde of woodland cannibals. Ty-
bault clamped his jaw. If it was somehow within their
power to spare the girl any further horrors and reunite
her with her family, it was their solemn duty to try.

He looked at the others, wondering how he could
possibly make them understand. With a sigh, he real-
ized that he couldn’t.

“The boy,” he said to them. “We should bury him.”
“How?” Berwyn threw his hands up. “We don’t have

any shovels, and the ground’s frozen solid.”
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“Then we build a cairn.”
“Good  luck  finding  rocks  under  all  this,”  Rosai

snorted.
“Fucking  think of something, then!” Tybault yelled

at her. “Why is everyone being so fucking impossible
all the time?”

“We could tie him to his horse and take him with
us,” Yorek suggested.

“Good. Do it.”
Rosai  let  out  an  incredulous  bark.  “So  now  we’re

lugging corpses around? You want to bring that stink-
ing little cannibal whore, too?”

Tybault’s  sword  left  the  scabbard  with  a  steely
swish. “Consider this your final warning, soldier,” he
said through his teeth, a cold rage burning in his chest.
“Disrespect me again,  and I will  take your head and
hang it from my belt by the braid.”

Rosai fingered the haft of her ax and smiled at him.
“Oh, I’d love to see you try, little man.”

“Stop it!  Both of  you!” It  was Arent.  The Vasilian
looked from Rosai to Tybault and back again, an ex-
pression of powerless anger on his face. “Are we going
to start killing each other, now? Is that it? Don’t you
think we have enough enemies to worry about?” He
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made an exasperated gesture with his hands. “And do
you think the captain would be proud if she could see
us?”

The Arctonian felt his cheeks blushing, and even Ro-
sai looked bothered by their comrade’s words.

This damn place is getting to us.
“You’re  right.”  Tybault  sheathed  his  sword  again.

“Mealda would have us flogged for behaving like this.”
It was almost noon when they journeyed on, leaving

the  Hyte  woman  where  she  lay.  Should  her  people
want to retrieve the body to perform burial rites, if that
was their practice, they would have no trouble finding
her. Tybault was certain their eyes were on them at all
times.
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When  the  next  day  dawned,  Rosai  was  sick.  She
emerged from the tent looking pale, her face covered
in a thin film of sweat. As he noticed something was
wrong, the Arctonian went up to her and put his hand
out.

“Get your mitts off me,” she hissed, recoiling from
his touch, though her protest felt half-hearted.

“Stop it.” Tybault laid his palm against her forehead.
“You have a fever.”

“I’ve noticed.”
He lowered his hand again and narrowed his eyes.

“Did you clean that wound properly?”
“I did.”
“Do it again. Here.” He brought out a small  silver

flask of Therne. Tybault had been saving the gilden-
berry brandy for  some celebratory occasion,  not  for
cleaning wounds. The way things looked, though, they
wouldn’t  be  raising  any  toasts  anytime  soon.  “You
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need only use a little, it’s strong stuff.”
She shook her head. “I’m fine.”
“Just do it, Rosai! If you’re too sick to fight, you’re a

liability.”
To anyone else, Tybault would have expressed his

concerns more diplomatically, but the big woman was
impervious to kindness and took compassion as an in-
sult. She accepted the flask with a nod, for once unable
to question her superior’s judgment. As she walked off
to tend to her wound, Tybault turned to the others.

“All  right,  I  know  what  you’re  thinking.  Things
aren’t looking good. But it could be a lot worse. We
still have provisions, and the weather’s holding up.”

“It’s not the weather that worries me,” Berwyn said.
“Let me finish. We have made good speed and we

should catch up with them soon. When we do, we take
the girl back, then we head home and collect our pay. I
understand that we can’t keep going forever, though. If
we haven’t found her by tomorrow night, or Rosai gets
worse, we call it a loss and turn around.”

Berwyn,  Yorek  and  Arent  all  nodded.  While  they
didn’t exactly look enthusiastic, they seemed mollified
by the fact that Tybault did have a plan. The Arctonian
knew full well he was under no obligation to explain
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himself to anyone in the group. The captain had asked
him  to  lead  the  mission,  and  the  others  had  volun-
teered, thereby accepting his command.

But they were under a lot of stress, and he had to
give them something to keep their spirits up, keep them
motivated. He had himself had many a superior who
would just bark orders that didn’t make sense, never
offering  any  explanation  as  to  the  underlying  deci-
sions. In a dangerous situation, people needed more
than orders, they needed guidance. Without that, dis-
cipline would deteriorate and eventually dissolve com-
pletely. Even the ancient Book of War said so, and if
the  Legion  of  the  Uldani  Empire  could  not  be  ex-
pected to show complete and blind obedience under
stressful  conditions,  how  could  he  expect  it  from  a
handful of sellswords with little or no proper military
training? Tybault wasn’t a natural leader, not like Fin-
gus, but when he had to lead, he always strived to do a
better job than the men and women who had disap-
pointed him in the past.

Shortly after having broken camp and resumed their
journey,  they  found  another  place  where  the  Hytes
had rested. Again, they got off their horses and exam-
ined the spot.
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“They  sure  seem  to  be  in  a  hurry,”  Arent  com-
mented, echoing Tybault’s thoughts from the previous
day. “No tents, no fires.”

“You  saw  their  clothes,”  said  the  Arctonian.
“Dressed like that, you don’t need tents and fires. You
just curl up in the snow and go to sleep.”

“Fucking animals,” Berwyn muttered.
Just as they were getting ready to move on, Tybault

caught sight of a metallic glint on the ground. He got
out of  the saddle again and moved closer.  Reaching
down, he plucked the thing from the snow.

It was a silver brooch in the shape of a kitten curled
up on itself. The silver and the craftsmanship weren’t
of particularly high quality, and the peppercorn-sized
pink gemstones that made up its eyes were probably
glass. It was just the kind of thing a little girl would nag
at her wealthy mother or father to buy her when spot-
ting it at the market’s trinket stall.

“Look at this.” He held it up so the others could see
it.

Rosai shrugged. “That don’t mean she’s alive.”
“It doesn’t mean she’s dead either, so that’s the best

news we’ve had in a while.” Tybault was about to put
the brooch in his pouch along with the Hyte amulet.
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On a whim,  he undid the pin and fastened it  to his
cloak instead. Then he looked up at their glum faces.
“Right?”

“I suppose,” Arent sighed.
The group hadn’t been going for more than an hour

when they made another discovery, this one decidedly
more macabre. They rounded a bend in the trail, then
reined  in  their  horses  with  a  unison  exclamation  of
startled oaths.

Thrust into the trampled snow in front of them was
a Hyte spear. Impaled on it was Wilm’s severed head.
The boy’s dark hair was stiff with ice and dried blood,
and a black, swollen tongue protruded from between
the blue lips. The eye sockets were empty, ragged pits.

“Lord’s light, what’s this, now?” Yorek gasped.
I could have spared him this fate, was Tybault’s initial

thought.  He clenched his  teeth,  carefully  getting his
feelings in check before finally responding, “Another
warning, I reckon.”

“That’s  it,”  said  the  Northreachman  then,  shaking
his head. “That’s enough.”

Tybault  turned  toward  him.  “Something  on  your
mind, Berwyn?”

“You’re damn right I’ve something on my mind! I
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ain’t going a step further. This is madness.”
“They’re  just  trying  to  spook  us.”  The  Arctonian

raised his eyebrows. “Seems to be working.”
Berwyn’s  face  flushed  with  anger.  “What’s  wrong

with you? You want to get yourself killed to save some
worthless little brat? Well,  be my guest.  Me, I’m not
getting paid enough for this shit. Witchcraft and…and
fucking headhunters! I’m leaving.”

“Well,” said Tybault, “you back out now, you’re not
getting paid  at  all.  You really  think it’s  a  good idea,
heading back on your own?”

“Anything’s  better  than  ending  up  like  that!”
Berwyn pointed at Wilm’s hollow-eyed head.

“Like I said, they’re trying to spook us. If we just—”
The  blond-bearded  man  interrupted  him  with  a

gruff laugh and pulled on his reins.
“I wasn’t done talking.”
“No,  but I’m done listening.”  Berwyn swerved his

mount  around  and  started  heading  back  along  the
trail.

“That  horse  and  saddle  belong  to  the  company,
Berwyn,” the Arctonian called after him.

The Northreachman made a rude gesture over his
shoulder. “I’ll take ‘em as payment for my services so
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far!” Then he was gone among the trees.
“Considering we just  witnessed an act of mutiny,”

Arent said in a careful tone, “you don’t seem particu-
larly upset, sir.”

“I’m not. Berwyn’s superstitious, and that’s not his
fault. He was just raised that way. One night by him-
self  in this  place,  and he’ll  come to his  senses.  I  bet
he’ll  be back with us in the morning,  once he’s  had
time to figure out it’s best we stick together.”

The  Vasilian  nodded  and  made  no  further  com-
ment,  though  he  didn’t  look  convinced.  This  was
wholly unsurprising, for Tybault’s words sounded hol-
low  even  to  his  own  ears.  They  wouldn’t  be  seeing
Berwyn again, which was probably for the best. If the
man couldn’t be counted on, it was better he left now
than suddenly  losing  his  head  and  taking  off in  the
middle of  a  fight  or some other dangerous situation
when all their lives hung in the balance. Perhaps Arent
dropping the subject meant he understood this. Even
if he didn’t, Tybault wasn’t going to tell him. Believing
Berwyn might be back was better for morale.

“Should we bring the head?” Yorek asked.
Tybault looked at the skewered remains. “You want

to return him to his kin looking like that?”
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“I suppose not,” the black-bearded man replied with
a grimace.

The  four  remaining  mercenaries  rode  on  through
the remainder of the day,  speaking little.  When they
made camp that night, Tybault produced a skin of for-
tified  Nessian  wine  from  his  saddlebag.  He  had
brought it  solely for occasions like this,  when spirits
were low and the  cold seemed to be digging its  icy
nails into their marrows. As they ate their rations, he
filled their mugs to the brim. The wine was strong, but
the skin was small  and didn’t contain enough to get
them drunk. Just a couple of mugfuls each, for warmth
and for comfort.

“Sing us something, Arent,” Tybault said and leaned
back, raising his mug.

The Vasilian looked bothered at first. Tybault knew
the  man  could  sing,  he  had  heard  it  many  times,
though it usually required some persuasion. “Now?”

“No,  next  week.  What  do  you think,  numbskull?”
Tybault smiled.

“All right, all right. How about this one?

“The waves broke hard upon the shore,
The gale it roared untamed,
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A squall was on the wicked sea,
When my beloved it claimed.

“The storm it howled, the storm it wailed,
The storm it raged with glee,
Upon its wings it carried forth,
Your parting words for me.

“Hush, love, wipe your t—”

A distant wail cut through the stillness of night, and
they  all  froze,  listening  intently.  The  sound  rose  in
pitch until  it  became a horrifying shriek,  then faded
away. In the silence that followed, the crackling of the
fire seemed unnaturally loud.

“Lords of hell,” Yorek muttered. “What was that?”
“Some animal?” whispered Arent.
Some  moments  passed.  Then  the  wail  was  heard

again, a hoarse, soaring cry of agony and terror.
Rosai  shook her  head.  “That’s  no animal.  That’s  a

man.”
Tybault said nothing. On some level, he had almost

been expecting this. 
“Heeeeeelp,” came  the  cry  again.  “Heeeeeelp
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meeeeee…”
The Kadrakian scrambled to his feet.  “Berwyn. It’s

Berwyn!”
“Gods, you’re right!” Arent got up, too, gripping his

hilt. “Where’s it coming from?”
Wincing, Tybault said, “Sit down, both of you.”
Yorek stared. “We need to help him!”
“There’s nothing we can do.”
“Nothing  we  can  do?  He’s  just  over  there!”  The

Kadrakian pointed away into the night.
“Don’t  you  understand?  They’ve  taken  him.  Now

they’re expecting us to run off into the dark like head-
less chickens. The moment we do that, they spring the
trap and we’re all dead. And they win.”

Yorek  slowly  lowered  his  arm,  looking at  Tybault
with  equal  parts  disgust  and  indignation.  His  chest
rose and fell rapidly.

“So  we  just  sit  here  and  listen  while  they  torture
him?” Arent asked, aghast.

“We don’t have a choice. There could be a hundred
of them lying in wait.”

“Tybault’s right,” Rosai said. The Arctonian looked
at  her,  having  never  expected  to  hear  those  words
come over her lips. Under different circumstances, he
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would have felt satisfaction. “We can’t help him.”
Arent’s face was pained. “But—but they’re hurting

him!”
“He should have thought about that before going off

on his own,” the big woman shrugged.
It  was  a  callous  thing  to  say,  especially  while  the

Northreachman  cried  for  his  mother  in  the  back-
ground,  nonetheless  it  was  true.  Berwyn  had  dis-
obeyed orders. Deserted, even. He had no right to ex-
pect  being rescued.  Moreover,  there  was  a  fact  that
Tybault  didn’t  bring  up,  and  Rosai  didn’t  either,
though  he  was  sure  she  knew  it:  Someone  who
screamed like that was beyond saving.

“Sit  down  and  keep  singing,  Arent,”  Tybault  said
firmly.

The Vasilian looked dazedly at him. “Sir?”
“You heard me.”
“Tybault, I—”
“That’s an order, soldier!”
“Yes,  sir.”  The  Vasilian  seated  himself,  looking

deeply uneasy. After a few moments he started singing
again, his voice just a quiet rasp.

“Louder,” Tybault urged.
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“Hush, love, wipe your tears,
A day will come when all your fears
Will pass like summer rain,
And we will meet again.”

The screams stopped some hour later. None of them
slept that night. They just sat there, wordlessly staring
into the small fire until dawn crept upon them, all lost
in their respective thoughts.
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“Should we go looking for his body?” Yorek asked as
Tybault was rolling up their unused tent. Above them,
the sky was again taking on its regular pallid whiteness,
which it would likely retain for the entire coming day,
unless by some miracle the weather changed.

The  Arctonian  shook  his  head.  “I’m  sure  you  re-
member what happened last time.”

The black-bearded man grunted and just stood there
while Tybault fastened the buckles and lifted the bun-
dle  up to  carry  it  over  to  the  horses.  Finally,  Yorek
said,  “So  this  is  it,  then?  We  just  keep  going  until
there’s none of us left?” The Kadrakian’s voice was raw
with emotion.

“No, I told you. If we haven’t found her before the
day is out, we get a good night’s sleep and head back
tomorrow. Here.”  He dropped the tent into Yorek’s
arms. “Make yourself useful.”

“What if they won’t let us?” Yorek said as Tybault
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was walking away.
“Let us what?”
“Head back.”
“Considering all the trouble they’ve gone through to

deter us, I find that very unlikely.”
Yorek didn’t respond.
Tybault  found  Rosai  by  the  horses,  saddling  her

piebald. Her coppery skin was wan and her breathing
was labored.

“How are you feeling?” he asked her.
“Better.”
“You don’t look better.”
“Well, I can’t help how I look, can I?” She flung the

saddle over the stallion’s back and turned to face him,
hands on her hips.

Tybault locked his gaze with hers. “Rosai, are you ly-
ing to me?”

“About what?”
“What do you think?” He looked down on her ban-

daged leg.  “Keep cleaning that wound. If  it  starts  to
fester, you let me know at once. We’ll have to sear it.”

“This is not my first time getting wounded.”
“No, but if you don’t take it seriously, it might well

be your last.”
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They broke camp and resumed their journey, groggy
with sleepless fatigue. The day dragged on and on, just
as bleak and dreary as the previous, and the one before
that, and so on to the point where Tybault could no
longer  remember  what  it  felt  like  being  warm  and
comfortable and properly rested. Behind him, Yorek,
Arent and Rosai rode like three mute wraiths, sunken-
eyed and pale. Tybault would have preferred even the
bickering of a few days ago to this empty,  listless si-
lence that  weighed down on him and threatened to
snuff out what little optimism he had left.

The past hour he had been feeling a cold spot on his
hip,  and now he reached down,  believing  it  to  be a
torn seam in his breeches. The wadmel garment had
seen  half  a  dozen  winters  now,  and  many  times  as
many stitches, so it didn’t surprise him.

His hand fell on the purse that held the amulet, and
Tybault immediately pulled it away, suddenly and un-
comfortably reminded he still  had it.  Slowly moving
his fingers back,  he felt  the shape and weight of the
stone thing through the leather. He thumbed on the
drawstring, glancing down at it.

Why am I carrying that damn thing around? I don’t
want it. I’m going to just toss it at the side of the trail.
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As evening approached, they stopped to make camp
yet  again.  They  got  off  their  horses,  and  Tybault
turned to the others.

“Listen up. There’s been a change of plans, and we
need  to  split  the  provisions  up.  Tomorrow  I’ll  con-
tinue on my own while you head back.”

There was a moment of silence. Then Arent shook
his head.

“Can’t let you do that, sir.”
“Let  me?”  Tybault  let  out  a  surprised  chuckle.

“What are you going to do, tie me up and toss me over
the horse next to Wilm?”

“You misunderstand, sir. You’re not going alone, be-
cause I’m coming with you.”

Tybault blinked. “I just told you you’re free to go.”
“I know.” The mustached man’s face was grim. “But

I’ve been thinking, and I don’t like the idea of them
getting away with this. Sure, Wilm wasn’t part of the
company. And Berwyn, the poor bastard, was kind of a
prick. But they were our people, you know? And so is
the girl.”

“I’m coming, too,” Rosai said determinedly. “If we
run  away,  tails  between  our  legs,  we’re  sending  the
wrong kind of message. There’s villages to the south. If
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I were the Buzzard chieftain, and I managed to drive
off  a  group  of  trained  warriors…then  those  villages
would start looking an awful lot like easy pickings.”

“That’s  a  good  point,  too,”  the  Vasilian  nodded.
“Whatever mischief the Hytes get up to after they’ve
scared  us  off,  that’s  going to  be  on us.  We  need  to
make a statement.”

Tybault hadn’t expected any of this. All day he had
been riding along with the ominous feeling that some-
one was going to snap, saying that’s it, that’s enough,
much as Berwyn had. He didn’t know whether to feel
proud of their bravery and perseverance, or sorry for
them because this decision might well turn out to be
the end of them all. While the Arctonian had certainly
not had high hopes for his own chances, he also knew
that  if  he  didn’t  do  his  utmost  to  save  the  girl,  he
would not be able to live with himself afterwards. Per-
haps Rosai and Arent didn’t share his bleeding heart
motivations, but as long as their goals were the same,
the reasons didn’t really matter.

“Very  well,”  Tybault  nodded,  turning  to  Yorek.
“And what about you?”

He didn’t have to ask, really; the Kadrakian’s feel-
ings on the matter were clear as day. Yorek made an
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uncomfortable shrug and said, “You’re the boss, sir.”
His tone was deflated.

“No. No, that’s not how we’re going to do this. We
do it  together or not at all.  If you say we turn back,
Yorek, then we turn back. All of us. We might be riding
to our deaths here, and I have no right to make that
decision for someone who doesn’t want to go.”

The black-bearded man remained silent  for a  mo-
ment, then sighed deeply. “Fine. We go on until our
job is done—” He was about to say ‘or’, but bit the rest
of the sentence off with a sniff, wiping the back of his
gloved hand across his nose. When the Vasilian shot
him a quizzical glance, Yorek just pretended that was
all he had ever intended saying, and returned Arent’s
gaze with raised eyebrows.

“All right,” Tybault nodded, “it’s decided, then. One
thing, though.” He looked keenly at Rosai and Arent.
“This is a rescue mission, and I won’t allow it to turn
into a bloodbath. We take the girl back, and anyone
who stands in our way will be dealt with. Everyone else
we leave in peace. Do you hear me?”

The Vasilian nodded. “Loud and clear, sir.”
“Rosai?”
The  tall  woman  looked  at  him  through  narrowed
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eyes,  her  expression scornful.  “Why do they deserve
more pity than what Wilm and Berwyn got?”

“We’re the intruders here.  Don’t  forget that.  They
had no right to take the child, but beyond that, we will
not provoke them unnecessarily.  If  you’re truly con-
cerned about the villagers, you don’t want to be giving
the Hytes any excuses to go on a vendetta.”

Rosai  bridled  at  this,  then  seemed  to  realize  Ty-
bault’s words made sense—or at the very least that she
couldn’t contradict him without contradicting herself.
She nodded reluctantly. “Fair enough.”

While the others made the preparations, the Arcto-
nian walked off to take a piss. As he untied the crotch
of his  breeches,  his  wrist  brushed against something
on his belt.

He stared at the purse,  feeling its cold weight.  He
could have sworn he had gotten rid of it  earlier,  yet
there it was. Tybault’s immediate thought was to rip it
from the belt and throw it as far as he could. But he
was  standing  there  with  his  cock  exposed  to  the
evening chill, and he really needed to empty his blad-
der.

When he had finished his business, he walked back
to the others, only distantly aware of the cold sensa-
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tion on his right hip.
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The days seemed to be growing darker. The Arctonian
assumed  the  overcast  was  getting  thicker,  perhaps
heralding bad weather, yet no snow came and the cold
wind kept poking at them with its middling, annoying
quality.  Had  he  not  known  better,  he  would  have
guessed that the sun was growing increasingly reluc-
tant to show its face upon the dreadful unending for-
est.  Tybault couldn’t blame the sun, if  that were the
case.  He himself  deeply  wished  to  look  at  whatever
else  than  millions  of  identical  pines  and  the  Hytes’
spoor  that  snaked  between  them,  going  ever  north.
The only thing differentiating  the new day from the
previous was that a mist was rising.

While  mist  in  the winter  was nothing new to Ty-
bault, he had only seen it toward the end of the season
when the snow was thawing, not when the air was still
cold enough to put frost in your beard. He had also
never seen mist like this. Instead of a gentle haze in the
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air, it floated a couple of feet above the ground like a
skim  of  oil  on  water.  As  they  passed  through  it,  it
swirled sinuously around the horses’ legs, yet the in-
cessant wind seemed unable to disperse it.

Seven days north of the cabin, the forest ended. It
did not thin out and become interspersed with other
vegetation,  transitioning  into  a  different  landscape,
like forests do. The sea of conifers just  stopped, like
some god had drawn a line in the dirt and said, hither,
and no further.

Before them rose a sheer cliff wall, forty yards high
or more, that stretched off to both east and west, van-
ishing into the haze. Between it and the tree line was
an open swathe of land, the snow smooth and flat bar a
few jutting rocks and the trail they were following. It
almost seemed like the trees were shrinking back from
the cliffs, afraid to grow any closer.

The sight  of  the  towering  rock  face  filled  Tybault
with a dull, incoherent terror that made the hairs on
the back of his neck stand up.

“Well, there’s no going up that,” Arent said quietly,
almost reverently.

“Lucky  for  us,”  Yorek  responded,  pointing  at  the
tracks, “we won’t have to.” The trail bent to the right,
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worming its way eastward across the open land.
“Lucky.”  The  Vasilian  made  a  mirthless  chortle.

“Yeah, that sums up this little jaunt, all right.”
Rosai  said  nothing.  She  had  been  getting increas-

ingly  worse  over  the  past  couple  of  days  and  spent
most of her time dozing in the saddle, head hanging
down and her black hair slick with sweat.  While the
woman’s declining health was troubling, her ultimate
fate was now in the hands of the gods. The previous
night they had seared the wound, which had indeed
begun to fester and turn purple around the edges, yet
she showed no signs of recovery. Perhaps it was too
soon; perhaps it was already too late. Tybault was nei-
ther wisewoman nor medicus and couldn’t tell. All he
could do was make sure  she  ate  and drank,  and re-
mained as comfortable as one could be when spending
day after day in the saddle.

Tybault looked up at the cloud-covered sky. Moving
out  from  the  trees,  he  had  expected  the  air  around
them to become brighter, though to his surprise there
was little difference. The day wasn’t dark as much as it
was choked somehow, like the light from above had to
struggle to penetrate the air itself. There was a tension
all  around  them,  a  vibrating  restlessness,  like  when
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crossing the no man’s land between two armies joined
in a fragile truce.

Disquietedly they rode east through the sluggish ed-
dies of mist. Half an hour later, they became aware of a
soft, distant rumbling that was slowly growing louder.
At first, the Arctonian thought it was thunder. As they
ventured on, he realized the sound was too continu-
ous. The wash of noise soon became a steady pulse—
the rhythmic beating of great drums.

“Maybe we’re just in time for the big feast,” Arent
commented.

 Yorek winced at his words. “That’s the least festive
sound I have ever heard.”

They  had  been  listening  to  the  ominous  thoom,
thoom for a quarter of an hour when they saw firelight
up ahead. Tybault reined in and signaled the others to
stop.  If  there  was  a  settlement  over  yonder,  there
might be people keeping watch. With a series of hand
gestures, he directed the group to withdraw back into
the  forest.  Concealed  by  the  trees  and  the  shadows
they continued eastward, more surreptitiously now.

Not  long afterward  they  spied  dark  figures  in  the
mist, and some larger and even darker shape that rose
beyond.  The  Arctonian  gave  the  order  to  dismount
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and continue on foot.
Rosai fell as she got out of the saddle. Her injured

leg  buckled  under  her  and  she  keeled  over  into the
snow.  Tybault  hurried  to  her  side,  only  to  be  dis-
missed with a snarl and a wave of her hand. She strug-
gled to her feet again, teeth clenched and sweat drip-
ping  from  her  nose.  Steadying  herself,  Rosai  finally
nodded, and they resumed their approach.

The smell from the cabin was back, that raw, putrid
staleness. It seemed to cling to the insides of Tybault’s
nostrils and the roof of his mouth. At his side, Arent
wrinkled his nose and spat,  indicating the Arctonian
wasn’t  the  only  one  who  felt  it.  Then  the  looming
shape they had glimpsed  from a distance came into
clear view,  and the worrying odor was suddenly the
last thing on their minds.

Interrupting the stark grayness of the rock, like the
stream had interrupted the forest, was a massive open-
ing half as high as the cliff wall itself. The diminished
daylight could not illuminate what lay beyond its cy-
clopean boundaries. A blackness gaped within, infinite
as time itself.

Gathered  outside  at  a  cautious  distance  from  the
cave were throngs of Hytes divided into two groups,
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one on each side of the opening. In their bulky furs
and  cowls,  they  looked  like  creatures  sprung  from
some dark folk tale, huddling, faceless things crawled
forth from the lightless recesses of the earth. Some car-
ried  sputtering  torches,  others  wooden  bowls  that
emitted plumes of white smoke. Thoom, thoom, thoom,
the drums echoed ceaselessly,  though the drummers
and their instruments were hidden somewhere behind
the pelt-clad ranks.

That was when the mercenaries saw her.
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Standing before the yawning maw was a small figure in
a scarlet cloak. Against the dark vastness, she looked
no larger than a mouse before a barn door. The oily
mists  seemed  to  be  encircling  her,  ensnaring  her,
drawing her closer. Though no bonds fettered the girl,
and though her captors waited twenty yards away on
either side,  she just stood there, back turned toward
the forest, unmoving.

The poor thing’s in shock, Tybault thought. She’s par-
alyzed with fear.

Indeed, her state was not surprising. Despite no ap-
parent  danger  being  present,  Tybault  himself  could
feel a heavy, numbing apprehension seeping into his
bones like icy water flooding a sinking ship.

Leaving  his  horse  with  the  others,  the  Arctonian
moved closer to the forest edge. Behind him, someone
hissed at him to be careful. Tybault peered out from
behind a bole, scanning the mysterious scene. He saw
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no sign of movement, no commotion indicating that
the Hytes had been alerted to their presence. They had
only eyes for the girl and the cave.

What is this, some kind of ritual?
Suddenly, an idea came to him. It was so simple it al-

most  felt  stupid to  consider  it.  Still,  a  simple  stupid
idea was better than a clever complicated one, seeing
as how they were vastly outnumbered and lacked op-
tions.  The mercenaries  were at  a  disadvantage in  al-
most every way except one.

His hands cold and clammy inside the gloves,  the
Arctonian  returned  to  his  horse.  The  Hyte  amulet
hung like an anvil against his hip.

“Get ready,” Tybault whispered to the others, then
put his foot in the stirrup and swung his other leg over
the saddle.

“What  are  you  going  to  do?”  Yorek  asked  and
looked up at him, his face pale.

“I’m going to get her.”
“Just like that?” Arent’s tone was skeptical.
“It’s the best chance we’ll ever get. She’s all by her-

self over there. I can snatch her and be back here be-
fore they even know what happened. Then we outrun
them.”
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The Vasilian nodded, nervously thumbing his mus-
tache. “It’s so crazy it might actually work.  What do
you want us to do?”

“Stay here, and be ready to ride as soon as I return.”
He looked at Rosai. “If you’re feeling up to it, maybe
you’d be so kind as to put an arrow or two in them
when they give chase.  If we get them to think twice
about pursuing us, that should provide us with a head
start if nothing else.”

The big woman made a barely perceptible nod. Her
eyes were glassy, her brow blank with sweat, and she
was holding on to her stallion for support.

“Rosai?”
“I’m sick,  not dead,”  she spat and pulled her bow

from its saddle holster. “I can do it.”
“What if it’s another trap?” asked Yorek.
“Then  we  give  them  the  same  treatment  as  last

time.” Somehow he managed to sound a lot more de-
termined than he felt, for the Kadrakian nodded reso-
lutely, as if Tybault’s response had been the very voice
of reason. Under the influence of the creeping dread,
perhaps Yorek just longed for some reassurance.

Steeling himself, Tybault slid his spear out from the
saddle hoop and the lance bucket on his stirrup. He
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didn’t intend to fight the Hytes if he could help it, but
if someone got too close before he could reach the girl,
the  long  weapon  would  certainly  come  in  handy.
Then, drawing a deep breath, he urged the horse for-
ward and trotted out from the shadows of the trees.

As much as the Arctonian had been bothered by the
stubborn  unchanging  weather,  wishing  alternatingly
for either thaw or snowfall,  he was now thankful for
the moderate snow cover. It muffled the sound of his
approach without hampering the animal to any serious
degree. Seeing no reaction from the eerie gathering in
the distance, he spurred the chestnut into a canter.

As Tybault rode forth, he was overcome with some-
thing he could not have put into words. It was a feeling
of insignificance,  of  pointlessness,  of death and dark
and cold so deep his  hand grew limp and the spear
dropped from his grip without him even noticing he
had lost it. Somewhere up ahead, from within the un-
seen  depths  of  the  cave  opening,  came  a  grinding
metallic sound, like

Chains?
something  was  stirring,  moving,  waking  from  its

long slumber to see what pitiful creature stood at the
threshold of its abode.
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There was a stir among the Hytes as well, and voices
and  pointing  fingers  were  raised.  Tybault  had  been
spotted.  Yet  they  did  not  immediately  rush  toward
him or the child; perhaps they, too, were feeling the
paralyzing sensation that seemed to emanate from the
cave.  Gritting his  teeth,  the Arctonian dug his  heels
into the animal’s sides and increased his speed.

Elleny  turned  her  head  as  she  heard  the  thud  of
hooves,  and Tybault caught a glimpse of a pale face
framed by dark hair. The next moment he leant down
and swept her from the ground, lifting her thin body
into the saddle before him. Some distant part of him
wondered why his mount didn’t appear to be affected
by whatever this power was; horses were usually much
more sensitive to danger than humans, and it made no
sense.

A unison howl  of  outrage  rose  from the  gathered
Hytes,  and  the  drums  went  abruptly  quiet.  Tybault
didn’t remain to witness their response. He turned his
horse around and galloped back toward the forest, one
hand holding the reins, his other arm hooked around
the girl.

Then a black-fletched arrow shot out from the trees
ahead and whirred past to his left. A shrill cry of pain
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went up behind him, and barely had its echoes died
out when another arrow flew by, accompanied by an-
other shriek.  Despite  her condition,  Rosai’s  aim was
still true.

“We  are  leaving!”  he  shouted  to  the  others  as  he
neared the forest’s edge. “Right now!”

The four mercenaries took off into the woods, skirt-
ing the trees as fast as the horses could carry them. Ty-
bault didn’t look back, not even for a moment, for fear
of a low branch knocking both him and the child from
the saddle,  or some obstacle in the terrain suddenly
appearing in front of them. At least, that was what he
told himself was the reason. In truth, he had no desire
to find out how close the Hytes were. He could hear
their  agitated  voices  behind  him as  they  shouted  to
each other, their guttural tongue like a mockery of hu-
man speech.

Scarcely had they covered two hundred yards when
Rosai’s  piebald  let  out  an  agonized  whinny  and
crashed to the ground in a  cloud of  powdery snow,
flinging  the  big  woman  from  the  saddle.  Her  body
tumbling  like  a  rag  doll,  she  was  thrown  back  first
against the trunk of a pine. A cough-like noise escaped
her as the impact slammed the wind out of her lungs.
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“Rosai!”  Tybault  exclaimed  as  he  and  the  others
reined in their horses.

The headlong tumble would have killed anyone else
on  the  spot,  but  Rosai  was  apparently  made  of
stronger  stuff.  With  great  effort  she  got  to  her  feet,
panting and dazed, her face an ashen mask. The stal-
lion did not get up again. It remained on its side in the
snow,  rolling  its  eyes  and  making  pained,  fearful
whickers. Rosai looked down at it, and for the first and
last time, Tybault saw what looked like genuine pity
on the woman’s face.

Arent rode up to her. “Quickly,” he said, extending
his hand. “Get up behind me.”

She  shook  her  braided  head.  “Go.”  Rosai  was
hunched  over  and  holding  her  side.  Her  close  en-
counter with the tree must have broken one or several
of her ribs. “I’m done for, anyway, and you know it. I’ll
hold them off for as long as I can. Make it count.”

The Vasilian just stared at her. Then he lowered his
outstretched arm, a defeated look on his face.

“Rosai,”  Tybault  said,  “don’t  be  an  idiot.  Arent’s
horse is strong and can easily carry two.”

“Not long enough, it can’t. Not at a speed that will
let us outrun them.” She looked over her shoulder. Be-
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tween the trees, dark shapes were approaching in the
distance. “They’re coming! Why are you still here? Just
go!”

Rosai  took  the  flask  of  Therne  from  her  belt,  bit
down on the stopper and pulled it out, spitting it to the
ground. Then she downed the remaining brandy in a
single quaff and threw the empty flask alongside the
stopper.

Tybault winced, realizing she was right. It was the
only sane thing to do. “It’s been an honor, Rosai,” he
said.  The  gravelly  voice  coming  out  of  his  mouth
sounded like someone else’s.

“Go!”  she  said  again,  without  acknowledging  his
words or even looking back at her companions. Limp-
ing toward the nearing Hytes, she whipped out her ax
and dagger.

“You heard the lady,” Tybault said grimly to the oth-
ers, and they turned their horses around and stormed
off.

The last they heard of Rosai was a hoarse, chilling
war cry. 
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They rode through the remainder of the day and far
into the night,  stopping only briefly to light a torch.
They had slowed their speed to a trot after the cries of
the Hytes had disappeared behind them, well  aware
that  dashing  blindly  ahead  was  madness.  If  fatigue
alone didn’t bring down their mounts, some rock or
root or pit hidden under the snow certainly might. Ro-
sai’s fate was still fresh and vivid in their memory.

 Some hours into their firelit flight, they reached an-
other brook cutting through the woods,  or maybe it
was the same stream they had come across previously,
the one near which Wilm had been slain. It was impos-
sible to tell, and it didn’t matter. All waterways in the
region were bound to flow southward from the Iron
Mountains, and anything that could help guide them
out of this trackless wilderness was a welcome sight.
They followed it  downstream, straining their  eyes in
the murk. They had only so many torches,  and each
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burned for only an hour, so they could afford no more
than a single one lit at a time.

It  wasn’t  until  dawn  began  brightening  the  sky
above, and the horses were trembling with exhaustion,
that they finally decided it was time to stop. They dis-
mounted and let the animals drink from the stream.

Elleny hadn’t spoken a single word. When Tybault
hoisted the girl out of the saddle, he noticed she felt
cold and very tense. Her mouth was a thin line, and
her eyes were tightly closed, as if refusing to look at the
dreadful  reality  that  surrounded  her  would  maybe
make it go away. The Arctonian couldn’t blame her for
feeling that way. There had been moments during the
past week when he himself had wished to do the exact
same thing.  He looked at the wrinkles on her small,
freckled nose and felt a deep stab of sadness.

What a shit world this is.
“Hey,” he said softly. “Elleny?”
She  didn’t  open  her  eyes.  She  just  stood  there,

brown hair hanging down and chin against her chest.
“Listen. We’re going to have a rest and a bite to eat.

You hungry?” No reaction. “I just want you to know
that you’re safe now, all right? My name’s Tybault. The
other two are Yorek and Arent. They’re both friendly
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and won’t hurt you. We’re going to return you to your
mom and dad. Look, just stay here for a bit while I go
have a look around.” Still no reaction. “You don’t have
to open your eyes if you don’t want to. Here.” He gen-
tly grasped the girl’s pale, cold hand and put it against
the side of his horse. “Nice and warm, huh? This is my
horse. Or, well, he’s actually Scrugg’s. I had to borrow
him because mine was—” Tybault broke off, realizing
he was  rambling.  “Never  mind.  Just  stay  right  here,
hold on to the horse, and I’ll be back in a jiffy.”

Elleny remained dead silent, eyes shut, though she
kept her small hand on the chestnut’s flank, as if com-
forted by its closeness.

A derelict shack, not much larger than an outhouse,
hunched by the stream like a  toad on the edge of a
pond. The walls were made of warped, lichen-bearded
planks, and the slatted roof had more gaps than whole
parts.

His two companions remained with the girl  while
the Arctonian went to examine the little structure. Ty-
bault  couldn’t  imagine  anyone  actually  having  lived
there. Most likely it was a hunter’s shelter, a place to
put  a  roof  over  your  head  when  the  days  were  too
rainy or cold to lie in wait for game, and it hadn’t been
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used  for  years,  maybe  decades.  The  door  was  little
more than a handful of nailed-together planks hanging
skewly from cracked leather hinges. Old cobwebs were
draped in the corners, and the half-rotten floorboards
were covered with brown needles and the crumbled
remains of what looked to have been a cot and a small
table.

Despite  all  this  and  the  finger-wide  cracks  in  the
walls, it was much better than sleeping under the open
sky. They could squeeze three bedrolls in there, which
was  all  they  needed,  since  one  of  the  mercenaries
would have to be on watch at all times. The dry wood
scraps  inside  could  be  used  as  fuel  for  a  good  fire.
They’d be fools not to take this  chance to get some
proper, sheltered rest.

Even if the Hytes were still pursuing them—which
Tybault had to assume they were—they had been rid-
ing for twelve hours straight. A man on foot, no matter
how well  he knew the blasted forest,  and no matter
how fiendishly motivated, would need almost double
that to catch up with them. 

That  didn’t  mean  they  were  safe,  of  course.  Who
knew if the great drums could be used for more than
rituals, like signaling other tribes across long distances,
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much like the horns Eastern war fleets used to com-
municate when fog prevented the use of lanterns. 

Belin’s light, we can’t just keep going, though. Rosai sac-
rificed her life to let us escape. If we ride the horses dead
and then freeze to death as a result before we reach civi-
lization,  that’d  be  like  spitting  on  her  grave. Having
made up his mind, Tybault walked back to the others.

Less than an hour later, a fire was burning outside
the shack. Yorek stirred a pot over the flames while Ar-
ent was busy filling the horses’  feedbags with barley.
Tybault,  having  made  a  sweep  around  the  camp  to
make sure no tracks were visible other than their own,
returned to the fire where Elleny sat  on a folded-up
blanket, her head still hanging down.

“How are you feeling?”  he asked her as  he seated
himself.  Unsurprisingly, he got no response. Tybault
shrugged. She’ll talk when she’s ready.

Arent joined them by the fire soon after, and Yorek
handed out steaming bowls.

“What’s this?” the Vasilian asked, peering down on
the gray goop.

“Oatmeal.”  When  he  saw  the  mustached  man
frowning, Yorek added, “We’re going to have to ration
our food. Without a guide, we don’t know how long
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the trip south is going to take.” He filled another bowl
and handed it to the girl. “Here.”

Elleny refused to accept it. She didn’t even look up.
“Go on, then,” the Kadrakian urged. “Take it.”
“Leave  her  alone,  Yorek,”  Arent  said.  “She’s  been

through a lot.”
“She needs to eat to keep her strength up. If she dies

before we return her, this whole blasted trip has been
for naught.”

“Yorek!”
“Well, it’s true, isn’t it?”
“That may be so, but she doesn’t need to hear it. She

needs rest more than anything else right now. Look,
she can’t even keep her eyes open.”

Tybault wasn’t sure that was actually the reason, but
he  nodded.  “Maybe  you’re  right.  Show  her  to  her
bedroll, will you?”

Arent rose and guided the girl inside the shack. They
heard  him  talking  softly  to  her,  telling  her  not  to
worry. When he returned, they ate their oatmeal in si-
lence. After having spent the entire night in the saddle,
the mercenaries felt drained, dazed with fatigue. 

“I’ll  take the first watch,” Yorek offered after some
moments had passed.
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Tybault looked sharply at him. “You sure?”
“I’m feeling a little too rattled to sleep right now.”

The man sniffled. “A warm fire and some wine. Maybe
a chance to gather my thoughts.” Yorek nodded and
added, “That should do it.”

“All right. But if you start feeling drowsy, you come
wake one of us immediately.” The Arctonian put down
his empty bowl. “Let’s get some shut-eye, Arent.”
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Tybault fell quickly asleep. He had a strange dream in
which he and Fingus were in a small, leaky boat in the
middle  of  a  storm.  Tybault  kept  bailing  and  bailing
while the gale pelted his face with cold spray, and he
yelled at the Targosian that they needed to head for
the  shore,  and  quickly.  But  Fingus  just  sat  on  the
thwart with a stupid grin on his face, graying hair slick
against  his skull,  telling Tybault everything was fine,
just fine. He worried too much, had anyone ever told
him that?

The Arctonian opened his eyes and stared up into
the holey roof of the shack, suddenly wide awake. A
cold  drop  of  meltwater  hit  his  forehead  with  a  soft
plop, and he flinched. Daylight sliced through the gaps
above, telling him that he couldn’t have slept for more
than a few hours. Still deeply weary and sore all over,
he lay there listening to the wet sounds of snow melt-
ing.
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Belin’s chariot, what is that smell?
With an uneasy feeling in his gut, he turned his head

and saw that Elleny was awake. She was kneeling next
to Arent, her back toward Tybault, and the folds of her
scarlet  mantle  obscured the  view.  All  Tybault  could
see of the Vasilian was his legs and boots.

“Elleny?” he said. “Elleny, what are you doing?”
At his words she looked over her shoulder, the cloak

shifted  as  she  moved,  and  Tybault’s  world  was
plunged into madness.

The girl’s eyes were like two black spheres, and her
face was smeared with red. Blood was everywhere. Ar-
ent’s throat had been slit from ear to ear and his eyes
stared glassy and empty into nothingness. The instru-
ment of his demise—the man’s own dagger—was in
Elleny’s  hand,  and  she  had  been  using  it  to  cut  his
belly  wide  open,  laying  his  insides  bare.  Some large
piece of the Vasilian made a grotesque bulge on her
throat as she swallowed. It moved down her gullet like
when  a  snake  gobbles  up  a  fat  rodent.  Tybault  just
stared, thinking he was still dreaming. When she bared
her pointy teeth at him, and he realized he wasn’t, it
was already too late.

Before he had a chance to get up she leapt onto him,
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straddling him, raising the knife. As he was about to
call  out  to  Yorek,  her  free  hand shot  forward like  a
viper’s head and grasped him under the chin. His cry
became just a stifled grunt. Grimacing with pain and
terror he took hold of her other arm with both hands,
trying to prevent the knife from descending.

Her strength was terrifying, and not just for some-
one her age and size. The grip around his throat was
like a vice, and it took all of Tybault’s power to keep
the blade away from him. Dark spots began to appear
before his eyes as he struggled for breath. He wanted
nothing more than to let go of her arm to try and prize
her iron grip open, yet he knew that the moment he
did, she would end him as she had the Vasilian. With a
sinking feeling of despair, Tybault realized his choice
stood between being stabbed or choked to death.

So this is how it ends? Fingus was wrong, I don’t worry
nearly enough, was his detached, illogical thought.

Then, suddenly, the pressure on his windpipe eased,
and the Arctonian drew a long, wheezing breath. The
girl-thing had spotted the brooch on Tybault’s cloak.
Tilting her head to the side, she stared curiously at the
pink-eyed silver cat, as if some faint memory had man-
aged  to  pierce  through  the  influence  of  whatever
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power or entity controlled her.
Taking advantage of the creature’s distraction, Ty-

bault slammed the heel of his boot into the planks of
the rickety wall and shouted, “Yorek!”

Just two heartbeats later, the door flew open and the
Kadrakian  burst  in,  spear  in  hand.  The  girl-thing
turned her head and hissed at him. Yorek cast one hor-
rified look at her blood-smeared face and black eyes,
then thrust his spear into her back. Immediately her
pincer-like grip on Tybault’s  throat faltered, and the
knife  dropped  from  her  fingers  and  clattered  to  the
floor. Dismayed, Yorek let go of the shaft and took a
step backward, realizing he had just skewered a child
on his weapon.

The  girl-thing  looked  impassively  down  on  the
bloody steel point protruding from her chest, no more
perturbed than someone who drops a morsel of food
and looks to see whether it  left a stain on the shirt.
Then,  her  face still  emotionless,  she  reached behind
her back and pulled the spear out. The Arctonian ex-
pected a gush of dark red from the wound, but there
was none. Just a sluggish trickle down the front of her
blue tunic, like her blood had the consistency of syrup.
It was at that moment Tybault realized Elleny wasn’t
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alive anymore, at least not in any normal sense of the
word.

Wuthaghu.
Behind her, Tybault saw Yorek’s eyes widen in ter-

ror as the girl-thing slowly got to her feet, turning to-
ward him, raising the spear.

The Arctonian blindly put out his hand, grasping for
something to use as a weapon, and it closed around an
old wooden shoulder yoke that lay among the debris
they  had  gathered  to  be  used  as  firewood.  With  an
inarticulate  scream,  Tybault  sprang  up  from  his
bedroll and swung the thing with both hands and all
his might. It connected with the side of the creature’s
head  with  a  thud  and  a  crack,  and  she  was  thrown
down and lay still. The yoke was broken in two.

Drawing  deep,  trembling  breaths,  the  Arctonian
tore his eyes from the prone scarlet-cloaked shape to
look at his companion. Yorek’s face was ashen and his
eyes were brimming with horror. “You all right?” Ty-
bault asked, dropping the broken-off stump of wood.

“I’ll  never be all  right again,” the Kadrakian mum-
bled, eyeing Arent’s mutilated corpse. “You, sir?”

Tybault nodded shakily. “I am, but that was close.
Thank you. We need to—”
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There was a sound from the floor, and the girl-thing
stirred. The two men gaped as she jerkily got up again.
Her dark hair was plastered to the side of her dented
skull, and the jaw had been broken. Her mouth hung
limply open, like in a silent scream or a horrific mock-
ery of surprise. Yet despite the terrible wounds, a cold
fire still burned in her obsidian eyes. As the two merce-
naries  watched  in  shock,  she  lifted  her  hand  to  her
chin and put  the jaw back in place with a sickening
crunch. Then she bared her needle-like teeth at them.

“Run,”  Tybault  croaked.  Finding  his  voice,  he  re-
peated, “Run!”

Without looking back, they dashed blindly out the
door and into the snowy woods.
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“Is it much farther?” Fingus asked, shifting uncomfort-
ably in the saddle. They had been riding since noon,
and his back was beginning to complain. He didn’t like
to think of himself  as someone who whined, but for
every passing year his body found the winters in this
part of the world harder to endure, chipping away at
his patience with its petty but numerous ailments.

“No, sir, not far now. Just over yonder ridge.” The
trapper  pointed  at  a  tree-crested  rise  in  the  snowy
landscape ahead. His name was Kerny and he was a
middle-aged man like Fingus himself, though of gan-
gly build and brown and wrinkled like a piece of jerky.
He scratched  his  thick  mat  of  gray  hair  and  added,
“You’ll  see  smoke,  soon.  My  wife  will  have  dinner
cooking.”

The Targosian grunted with relief. After having left
the company’s encampment three days ago, the two
had sustained themselves on a diet of salted pork and
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hard biscuits. The promise of a warm meal and a mug
of Kerny’s home-brewed ale the man had been brag-
ging about seemed like a vision of the Eternal Fields,
where fallen warriors go to rest and feast in the after-
life. Still, Fingus was troubled. The trapper had shown
up at the camp four days ago, asking for him and for
the captain, anxious to tell his story.

Running his marten traps one morning, Kerny had
come across two men aimlessly wandering the woods
just some league north of his home. Both were suffer-
ing from fatigue and exposure and appeared to have
not eaten for days. After having guided them back to
his cabin, providing them with food and water and the
heat from his hearth, the trapper had left them in the
care of his wife and two sons while he rode south to
seek out the mercenary company the men claimed to
belong to.

One was skinny and fair,  Kerny had said,  and the
other was stocky and dark. That wasn’t much to go on,
but the trapper’s rural Tradespeak was crude and he
appeared to lack the vocabulary to describe the two
men in detail.  The company had groups assigned to
various tasks all across the region, and the description
Kerny had given could match a dozen men. Nonethe-
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less, Fingus feared the worst.
It  had been almost  a  month since Tybault,  Yorek

and the others had set out to reclaim the merchant Ig-
nius’s  kidnapped  daughter.  They  hadn’t  been  heard
from  since,  even though the  mission  was  deemed  a
straightforward  one,  and  they  were  expected  back
within two weeks. Something must have gone wrong,
and just prior to Kerny arriving, Fingus and the cap-
tain had been discussing who should be sent out look-
ing for them. Of course, Fingus couldn’t be sure it was
them. He would know soon enough, though.

The road was little more than a trail winding its way
between birch groves where meltwater dripped from
the branches. While the air was less frigid than lately, it
was  a  deceptive  mildness.  It  was  still  the  month  of
Hardwinter,  and  it  would  be  many  more  weeks  of
snowfall and icy winds before spring arrived in earnest.
Fool’s  Spring the  people  of  Northreach  called  them,
these brief days of thaw that sometimes came early in
the year.

True  to  Kerny’s  word,  they  spied  a  thin  pillar  of
smoke rising toward the eastern sky as they neared the
top  of  the  ridge.  When  they  cleared  the  trees  and
spotted the cabin, Fingus immediately knew it was Ty-
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bault’s party—or what was left of it.
The trapper’s home was a small log house with a sod

roof at the foot of the slope. Sitting on the stoop was a
broad-shouldered  and  black-bearded  figure  that  was
unmistakably Yorek. The man’s head jerked up as Fin-
gus and Kerny came into view atop the ridge. At first it
seemed like he was looking for somewhere to run, be-
fore realizing who the mounted men leading two rid-
erless horses in the distance were. 

The yard was strewn with tanning racks and wooden
poles from which bundles of finished pelts hung like
grapes from a vine, and the house was accompanied by
a  handful  of  shacks  and  sheds  that  had  seen  better
days.  Without  making  any  effort  to  get  up,  Yorek
watched the riders draw closer.

Two boys in wool clothes emerged from one of the
sheds,  both  as  gangly  as  Kerny  himself.  One  was
around twelve, thin wrists sticking out from the sleeves
of a hand-me-down coat that was getting too small for
him, the other older with the soft shadow of a mus-
tache on his upper lip. Both had wavy chestnut hair,
perhaps  the  same  color  the  trapper’s  own  hair  had
been in younger years.

“Me  and  the  boys’ll  take  the  horses,”  Kerny  said.
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“You go talk to your men.”
Fingus  nodded  and  dismounted.  The  yard  was  a

mire of melting snow where brown chickens pecked
and scratched at the dirt underneath. The birds scat-
tered with a chorus of indignant squawks as the Tar-
gosian walked across it. 

As he got closer, he got a better look at the man on
the stoop. Yorek had always been pale, being of fair-
skinned Rhanese descent, but now he looked faded, al-
most colorless, like a dyed shirt left out too long in the
sun. His bearded face was drawn from hunger and lack
of sleep, and he had red spots of frostbite on his cheek-
bones.

“Yorek,” Fingus said, nodding.
“Sir.” The Kadrakian’s brown eyes rested on him for

just  the  briefest  of  moments  before  darting  to  the
sides, as if scanning for danger. The man had his dag-
ger out, fidgeting nervously with it. “Good to see you.”

“You, too. How did you end up here?”
Yorek  grimaced.  First,  he  seemed  about  to  say

something. Then, thinking twice, he rubbed his hand
over his eyes. “I wouldn’t know where to begin, sir. I
—” He let out a shuddering sigh. “Maybe you should
just talk to Tybault.”
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“Where is he?”
The  black-bearded  man  made  a  gesture  over  his

shoulder. “He’s inside.”
“And the others?”
Yorek just shook his head. His eyes looked past Fin-

gus, scanning the edge of the forest to the north, the
rows of pines hazy in the distance.

“Blood and steel, they’re all dead? What happened?”
“The Hungerer took them.”
“What in Corum’s name is a Hungerer?”
The Kadrakian looked at Fingus and displayed a rare

smile, cold as a solid-frozen winter lake, as if to indi-
cate  he  knew  exactly  how  absurd  his  response
sounded.  “I  don’t  know,  sir,  but  that’s  what  hap-
pened.”

Heat washed against Fingus’s face as he pushed the
cabin door open and stepped inside.  Kerny’s wife—
Egwen  was  her  name,  the  trapper  had  told  him—
looked up from a hearth that was little more than a fire
pit below a hole in the roof. Over the flames, a stew
simmered in an iron pot suspended from a tripod. She
was younger than Kerny, perhaps in her late thirties,
and pretty in a soft and unremarkable way. She wore a
plain linen dress whose bodice had been unlaced in
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the heat from the fire. Laying eyes on the Targosian
with his stony features and mail coat, a fleeting shadow
of fear passed over her face, and her hand moved re-
flexively to the neckline of her garment.

“Forgive  the  intrusion,”  Fingus  said  to  her.  “Your
husband came to get me. I was told a man—”

“He’s in there,” Egwen said, pointing to the wicker
wall  that partitioned the house into two spaces; one
for cooking and eating, one for sleeping. “Good luck
with that one.”

Fingus frowned at her. “What do you mean?”
The woman looked up at him, a disapproving wrin-

kle  between  her  brows.  “He’s  seen things  one’s  not
supposed to see, he has. Heard things ears aren’t sup-
posed to hear. He’ll live and he’ll walk out of here, but
he’ll never be the same, gods be my witness.” Having
delivered  this  offhand  prophecy,  Egwen  returned  to
her  cooking  and  ignored  Fingus’s  questions,  all  the
while mumbling something that sounded like prayer,
or a spell to ward off evil. While her husband seemed
eager to be of service, it appeared she just wanted the
mercenaries out of her hair. This was perfectly under-
standable. Egwen and Kerny weren’t wealthy, and the
last thing they needed was additional mouths to feed.
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To the sound of her mutterings, Fingus ducked un-
der the low opening in the wicker wall and stepped in-
side the family’s sleeping quarters. It was almost com-
pletely dark in there. He had to wait several moments
for his eyes to adapt to the gloom. Then, in the scant
firelight  peeking  through the  gaps  in  the  caning,  he
saw the Arctonian.

Tybault was sitting on the floor with his back to the
outer wall and his legs drawn up against his chest. His
sinewy  arms  were  folded  around  them,  and  he  was
rocking restlessly back and forth. A threadbare blanket
was over his shoulders.

“Fin,” he said hoarsely.
“Tybbo. How are you feeling?”
“I’m cold.”
“It’s baking hot in here. Are you sick?”
The Arctonian shook his head. “No.”
“Can you tell me what happened?”
“I can’t talk about it. Not now.”
Fingus grunted. “Yorek told me Rosai, Berwyn and

Arent are dead, Tybbo. And from what I can see, you
didn’t  find  the  girl.  I  don’t  know  what  you’ve  been
through,  but  you’re  going  to  have  to  talk  about  it
sooner or later.”
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“Can  you do  me  a  favor?”  Tybault  asked,  like  he
hadn’t even heard the Targosian’s words.

“Of course. Anything.”
The blond man ceased his rocking and stretched his

legs out, putting his hands to his belt. His fingers trem-
bled  on the  string  as  he  untied  a  leather  purse  and
swiftly tossed it on the floor before Fingus, as though
he didn’t want to touch it for longer than necessary.
“Behind the house,” he said, “a mile to the east,  is  a
river. I want you to bring this there and throw it in, in
the deepest part of the stream you can find.”

“That’s all? Why can’t you do it?”
“I tried.” The Arctonian winced, his eyes moving to

the small leather bag. “It won’t let me.”
Fingus stared at the purse with a perplexed frown.

“What’s in it?”
“You can’t  open it.”  Tybault fixated Fingus with a

fervent gaze. “Do you understand me?  Don’t open the
purse. Just take it there and get rid of it. Will you do
that for me?”

Fingus nodded hesitantly, taken aback by Tybault’s
tone and expression. Has he gone mad?

“Promise me, Fingus,” Tybault urged.
The  Targosian  bent  to  pick  the  purse  up.  It  felt
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heavy for its size, and remarkably cold despite the heat
of the room. “I’ll do it, I promise. I don’t understand,
though. Why do you need to get rid of it, whatever it
is?”

“Because if I don’t, she’ll find me.”
“Who?”
Tybault  ignored the question and closed his  eyes.

“Just do it, Fin. Please.”
With a quiet nod, the Targosian moved toward the

door. He paused by the wicker wall,  looking back at
his friend. “Will you be all right, Tybault?”

“Once that thing is at the bottom of the river,” the
blond man sighed, “I think I will be.” He opened his
eyes and shrugged. “Eventually, anyway.”
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The sound of rapids reached Fingus’s ears as he guided
his  horse  toward  the  river.  The  stream  was  narrow
here, rushing southward fed by the meltwater from the
latest days’ thaw. Moving to the stony bank where the
leafless skeletons of birches and aspens rustled in the
wind, he looked down. The ale-brown water was shal-
low and he could make out the gravel bottom beneath
the whorls and eddies.

Scanning left and right, the Targosian could see the
stream widening some distance upstream, and pulled
on his  reins.  The murmur of the rapids faded into a
whisper behind him. Disturbed by his passing, a bird
of  prey  shrieked  annoyedly  and  took  flight  from  a
nearby tree. In its wake, a single brown feather twirled
to the ground. Fingus stared at it as he rode past.

Reaching the wider part of the river where the sluic-
ing current became a slow, dark flow, he reined in and
sat there for a moment. It was colder here, less spring-
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like than at the foot of the ridge by the trapper’s home.
Across the water, past the white reach of old pasture-
land where patches of young trees peeked up through
the snow like the stubble on a balding man’s head, a
large pine forest rose to the north.

The Targosian weighed the leather bag in his hand,
feeling  the  flat  shape  inside  it,  and  wondered  again
what it was. Fingus frowned. No; he  needed to know
what  it  was.  His  mercenary  life  had  taught  him  the
value of restraint, yet the urge was almost compulsive.
He put his fingers on the drawstring.

Tybault’s never going to find out, is he?
Then he remembered his promise, and with a muted

oath he raised his arm and flung the thing through the
air. It spun as it flew, making a shallow arc over the wa-
ter. Halfway across it broke the surface with a plop and
was gone, leaving only fading ripples to show it  had
even been there. Soon, they were gone, too. 

The  norther  picked  up,  and  Fingus  shuddered.
Pulling his cloak tighter about his shoulders, he turned
his  gaze  back  to  the  evergreen  forest  beyond  the
empty fields, as if drawn there by the calling of an un-
heard voice.

The pines sighed in the wind.
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